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Abstract
We derive and solve a subset of the fluctuation equations about two domain wall
solutions of D = 5, N = 8 gauged supergravity. One solution is dual to D = 4, N = 4
SYM theory perturbed by an N = 1, SO(3)-invariant mass term and the other to a
Coulomb branch deformation. In the first case we study all SO(3)-singlet fields. These
are assembled into bulk multiplets dual to the stress tensor multiplet and to the N = 1
chiral multiplets Tr Φ2 and Tr W 2, the former playing the role of anomaly multiplet.
Each of these three multiplets has a distinct spectrum of “glueball” states. This be-
havior is contrasted with the Coulomb branch flow in which all fluctuations studied
have a continuous spectrum above a common mass gap, and spontaneous breaking of
conformal symmetry is driven by a bulk vector multiplet. R-symmetry is preserved
in the field theory, and correspondingly the bulk vector is dual to a linear anomaly
multiplet. Generic features of the fluctuation equations and solutions are emphasized.
For example, the transverse traceless modes of all fields in the graviton multiplet can
be expressed in terms of an auxiliary massless scalar, and gauge fields associated with
R-symmetry have a universal effective mass.
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1 Introduction
It is quite remarkable that the AdS/CFT correspondence [1] describes the large N strong
coupling limit of 4D gauge theories with both exact and broken conformal symmetry. There
is by now a large literature discussing the situation in which the renormalization group flow of
field theory couplings is, in principle, described by supergravity; it is difficult to be complete,
but a representative sample of this work may be roughly divided into the categories of i)
early examples [2]-[8], ii) explicit domain wall solutions of D = 5 and D = 10 supergravities
[9]-[31], and iii) holographic formulation of renormalization group equations [32]-[39].
A holographic RG flow is in general described by a solution of a D ≥ 5 supergravity theory
whose symmetry group is the 4D Poincare´ group or a supersymmetric extension thereof.
The solutions of linearized fluctuation equations in the bulk geometry can, in principle, be
used to calculate correlation functions of operators in the dual boundary field theory. Our
purpose is to derive and solve these fluctuation equations in examples of the two main cases
of physical interest, the case where the bulk flow is dual to a massive deformation of N = 4
Super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory [15] and the case where it is dual to a Coulomb branch
vacuum of N = 4 SYM [10, 11].
Both bulk geometries were derived from the maximal gauged N = 8, D = 5 supergravity
[40, 41]. We select for study the fluctuations of fields in the bulk graviton multiplet together
with other multiplets to which the graviton and its superpartners are coupled. This allows us
to explore the way in which conformal and R-symmetries are broken in the boundary theory
and to illuminate the relation between bulk and boundary supersymmetry. We also want to
contrast the behavior in the two situations of operator and Coulomb branch deformations.
The fluctuation equations initially extracted from N = 8 supergravity are quite complicated,
but we are able to manipulate them into simpler “universal” forms which appear to be more
general than the specific flows from which they were obtained. All fluctuation equations
are effectively hypergeometric, and their solutions give the essential features of the “glueball
spectra” in both flows we study.
Most of our attention will focus on the flow proposed by Girardello, Petrini, Porrati and
Zaffaroni (GPPZ) [15], where a kink solution was found involving a scalar field m(r) which
turns on a common mass for the three N = 1 chiral multiplets of N = 4 SYM theory.
The massive theory flows toward pure N = 1 SYM at large distance. The field theory
interpretation of [15] poses several problems, and there may be inherent difficulties in a 5D
approach in which curvature singularities are endemic. Indeed very interesting non-singular
descriptions of the massive theory, based on 3- and 5-branes in D = 10 Type IIB supergravity
have appeared [22, 27, 28]. Also recently, the metric and dilaton/axion fields of the “lift”
of the GPPZ flow to ten dimensions were obtained [26], suggesting new physical features.
In any case, the GPPZ flow is a mathematically consistent example of holography, and the
boundary behavior of bulk fields agrees with the field theory interpretation made in [15].
This should be enough to illuminate the behavior of the correlators of important operators
such as the stress tensor and symmetry currents.
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The breakdown of conformal symmetry in the massive field theory is reflected in supergravity
by mixing of the graviton trace hµµ with the scalar fluctuation m˜, as discussed in [42, 43]. In
addition to hµν , the gravity multiplet contains a symplectic Majorana gravitino ψ
a
µ, a = 1, 2,
and a U(1)R gauge field Bµ. Because of broken superconformal symmetry and broken R-
symmetry respectively, ψaµ mixes with a spin-1/2 field ξ
a, and Bµ mixes with a scalar β. The
fields ξa, m˜, β and two more scalars span a bulk N = 2 hypermultiplet dual to the anomaly
multiplet in the field theory. There is a second, inert hypermultiplet containing the dilaton
dual to the operator Tr F 2 + . . . and its SUSY partners.
The graviton multiplet and these two hypermultiplets contain all bulk fields which are singlets
of the SO(3) flavor symmetry preserved by the GPPZ flow, and we will obtain and solve the
fluctuation equations for all these modes. Although these singlet fields decouple from the
rest of the N = 8 supergravity theory, their mutual interactions are still rather intricate.
In particular, the dynamics of the 8 real scalars determines a nonlinear σ-model on the
quaternionic manifold G2(2)/SO(4). Even at the level at which we work, which is exact in 2
of the 8 scalars and bilinear in all other fields, the extraction of the field equations for the
singlet sector from the full N = 8 theory is a complex technical task that would be difficult
to carry out without extensive use of an algebraic manipulation program. We have used
Mathematica to compute the full scalar action for the SO(3) singlet sector. In particular,
we have obtained the exact potential for all 8 scalar fields; the calculation was feasible using
the so-called solvable parameterization of the scalar coset (see, e.g. , [44]).
The fluctuations of the transverse traceless components of hij , the scalar m and another
scalar σ have been obtained previously [42, 43, 37], and it is known that their fluctuation
equations can be transformed to hypergeometric form with 3 distinct hypergeometric solu-
tions, whose asymptotics in turn determine the discrete spectrum of dual field theory states.
We show explicitly that all SO(3)-singlet boson and fermion fluctuations involve the same
three hypergeometric functions, corresponding to three distinct glueball spectra for the dual
operators, as we now summarize:
For the N = 1 supercurrent multiplet Jαα˙ = Tr (WαW¯α˙ + . . .) dual to the transverse
components of the bulk supergravity multiplet {hµν , ψ1,2µ , Bµ}, we have states with momenta:
(pL)2 = 4(n+ 2)2 n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (1)
For the N = 1 chiral anomaly multiplet A = Tr ∑3i=1(Φ2i ) dual to the active hypermultiplet
{ρ, ξ1,2, m˜}:
(pL)2 = 4(n+ 1)(n+ 2) n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (2)
For the N = 1 chiral “Lagrangian” multiplet S = Tr (W αWα + . . .) dual to the dilaton
hypermultiplet {σ, ξ3,4, τ},
(pL)2 = 4n(n+ 3) n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (3)
including a zero-mass pole for the lowest component operators dual to σ.
This pattern agrees with physical expectations, but it emerges in a subtle way from the
interwoven symmetries and dynamics of the bulk supergravity theory. The dilaton and
3
axion fields τ are treated correctly for the first time; to do this forces us to confront the
complexity of the G2(2)/SO(4) coset. In particular we find that although the transverse
traceless modes in the supergravity multiplet can be conveniently written in terms of an
auxiliary scalar field, there is no physical scalar field with the same modes in the theory5.
We then go on to explore the way spontaneously broken conformal symmetry is realized in a
supergravity background by examining the fermion and vector sectors of a Coulomb branch
flow, the “n = 2” configuration corresponding to a disc of D3-branes found in [10, 11]. The
active scalar, denoted by ϕ(r), turns on an expectation value for a real component of the
scalar bilinear Tr (X2) in the 20′ representation of SU(4). This background preserves N = 4
supersymmetry and SU(2)×SU(2)×U(1) R-symmetry. All field theory operators examined
possess a continuous spectrum above a common mass gap.
Examining the fluctuation equations, we find that the gravitino/spin-1/2 sectors have an
identical structure to the GPPZ case, as was already known to occur with hµµ/ϕ˜. The
graviphoton remains massless, since the U(1) R-current is conserved; however, it couples
to the active scalar background via a modified kinetic term. This difference has its origin
in the fact that ϕ is real and in a vector multiplet, as contrasted with the complex m
which sits in a hypermultiplet. This vector multiplet is naturally associated with a linear
anomaly multiplet in the dual field theory, as is known to arise in non-conformal theories
with preserved R-symmetry [46]. Thus two examples we consider demonstrate that the bulk
multiplet containing the active scalar is intimately linked to the type of anomaly multiplet
arising in the field theory. Other recent work on the identification between bulk and boundary
supermultiplets can be found in [47]. Finally, we show that all although massless vectors
in the Coulomb branch flow possess modified kinetic terms, their equations of motion can
be transformed to eliminate these in favor of the common mass term m2B = −2A′′ with the
same form as for the GPPZ graviphoton.
In section 2 we establish notation and review the metric, connections, and Killing spinors for
domain walls in 5 dimensions. The GPPZ and Coulomb branch solutions are presented. In
section 3 we discuss the extraction of actions and transformation rules for the SO(3)-singlet
fields from the N = 8 theory and present results. In section 4 we show that the transverse
traceless modes of all fields in the graviton multiplet can be written in terms of an auxiliary
massless scalar field. In section 5 we summarize and synthesize previous results of [42, 43]
for the coupled hµµ/m˜ sector and present the 2-point function for the Coulomb branch case.
Section 6 is devoted to the decoupling and solution of fluctuation equations for vector and
scalar fields. The analogous discussion for the fermion sector is given in section 7, in which
we also verify the Bianchi identity for the gravitino equation of motion. The fermion and
vector fluctuations of the Coulomb branch flow are discussed in section 8, and similarities
and differences to the GPPZ case noted. Although the results of section 3 are the basis of
the fluctuation equations solved in later sections, these sections are largely self-contained
and can be understood without a detailed reading of Section 3.
5As discussed at the end of section 3.1, we believe that the dilaton was not treated correctly in [19].
Incorrect statements about a massless scalar fluctuation in the GPPZ flow appear in [42, 45].
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The next step in this investigation will involve the systematic application of results for bulk
field fluctuations to obtain 2-point correlation functions of the dual operators in the field
theory and to study physical implications. This question was addressed in [42, 43], but
there is still need to clarify the extraction of field theory information from the supergravity
fluctuations. For example, a procedure to obtain correlation functions of the stress tensor
which is invariant under gauge choices made in treating bulk fluctuations is desirable. We
hope to report on this soon.
2 Review of GPPZ and Coulomb branch flows
In this paper we shall be concerned with two backgrounds of 5D maximally supersymmetric
gauged supergravity, exemplifying the two distinct types of dual RG flows: the operator
deformation, which modifies the Lagrangian of the dual field theory, and the Coulomb de-
formation, which only modifies the vacuum of the theory. In the examples we study there is
one “active” scalar field φ(r) which depends on the radial coordinate of the geometry.
In our conventions, the 5D Newton constant is such that κ5 = 2 and the coupled grav-
ity/scalar action is
S =
∫
d5x
√
g
[
−1
4
R +
1
2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ− V (φ)
]
, (4)
where we use (+ − − − −) signature. The background geometry always has domain wall
form
ds2 = e2A(r) (ηij dx
idxj)− dr2 . (5)
The frames, nonvanishing Christoffel and spin connections, and curvature tensors derived
from the metric (5) are
ekˆ = eAdxk , erˆ = dr , Γrij = A
′gij , Γ
i
jr = Γ
i
rj = A
′δij , ω
kˆrˆ
j = −ω rˆkˆj = −A′eAδkˆj , (6)
Rijkl = (gikgjl − gilgjk)A′2 , Rirjr = −gij(A′2 + A′′) , (7)
Rij = (4A
′2 + A′′)gij , Rrr = −4A′2 − 4A′′ , R = 20A′2 + 8A′′ . (8)
Here and throughout we use i, j as 4D curved indices, µ, ν as 5D curved indices and kˆ, lˆ as
4D Lorentz indices.
In the boundary limit r →∞ the geometry approaches that of AdS5, with asymptotic scale
factor A(r)→ r/L, while the active scalar, assumed dual to a field theory operatorOφ of scale
dimension ∆, has the asymptotic form φ(r) ∼ e(∆−4)r for operator perturbations and φ(r) ∼
e−∆r for vacuum deformations.6 Far from the boundary both background geometries we
consider present curvature singularities where e2A(r) → 0. Although this formally indicates
6For the case ∆ = 2, the scalings are re−2r and e−2r, respectively.
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a breakdown of the supergravity description, we shall proceed by choosing the solutions of
all fluctuation equations to be regular at the singularity, which is the established procedure.
The singularities of both flows we consider satisfy the acceptability criterion formulated by
Gubser [48].
The spacetime symmetry of the general domain wall is the 4D Poincare´ group. The special
case when A(r) = r/L and φ(r) = const corresponds to an exact AdS5 geometry with
an additional 5 isometries, dual to scale and special conformal transformations in the field
theory.
The backgrounds we study are supersymmetric, which means that they possess Killing
spinors, zero modes of the spinor transformation rules of the bulk supergravity theory [49].
To discuss these we recall that the gauged N = 8 theory contains 8 symplectic Majorana
gravitino fields ψµa, with the USp(8) index a = 1, . . . , 8 raised and lowered by the symplectic
metric Ωab, and 48 spinor fields χabc whose transformation rules are [50]
δψµa = Dµǫa − g
6
Wab(φ)γµǫ
b , (9)
δχabc =
[√
2γµPµabcd(φ)− g√
2
Adabc(φ)
]
ǫd , (10)
where g = 2/L is the bulk gauge coupling constant, and the USp(8) tensors Wab, Aabcd,
and Pµabcd are complicated functions of the 42 scalar fields of the theory. Their expressions
simplify vastly after group theoretic analysis is used to truncate the equations of motion of
the theory to subsets of one or two scalars, a process first done in the context of 5D RG
flows in [9]. On such a scalar subset one examines the symplectic eigenvalue problem for
the symmetric matrix Wab. Let W (φ) denote the eigenvalue on a given two dimensional
eigenspace spanned by a symplectic Majorana pair ǫ1, ǫ2. On this subspace, the gravitino
transformation rule reduces to
δψµa = Dµǫa − g
6
W (φ)γµΩab ǫ
b . (11)
The first condition on Killing spinors is that they are zero modes of (11). This is achieved
by imposing the first order flow equation [9],
A′(r) = −g
3
W (φ(r)) , (12)
which relates the scale factor and scalar field profile in the background. Killing spinors then
take the form
ǫ = eA(r)/2η(0) , iγrη(0) = η(0) , (13)
where η(0) is a constant complex superposition η(0) = η
(0)
1 + iη
(0)
2 on the original eigenspace;
the chirality condition indicates the Killing spinor contains a 4D constant Weyl spinor, so it
is 4D Poincare´ supersymmetry which is naturally associated with the domain wall. In the
complex notation the Killing spinor (13) satisfies
Dµǫ = i
g
6
Wγµǫ . (14)
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The second condition on Killing spinors is that they are also zero modes of (10). This is
assured if, on the same eigenspace, the tensors Pµabcd (linear in derivatives of the active scalar
φ(r)) and Aabcd simplify, so that (10) reduces to the flow equation [9],
φ′(r) =
g
2
∂W (φ)
∂φ
. (15)
The flow equations (12) and (15) are easily generalized to solutions with several active scalars
and to the case of a non-trivial σ-model metric. In particular (15) is just a gradient flow
equation for the function W (φ), which is called the superpotential for the active scalars
because it is related to the potential V (φ) on the reduced scalar subspace of the flow by
V (φ) = g2

1
8
(
∂W (φ)
∂φ
)2
− 1
3
W (φ)2

 . (16)
The significant feature of the first order flow equations is that any solution {φ(r), A(r)} is
guaranteed by supersymmetry to be a solution of the second order field equations of the
action (4). In the case of one active scalar it is usually straightforward to solve (12, 15)
explicitly.
We have seen that a domain wall solution of (12), (15) generically has N = 1 4D Poincare´
symmetry. Additional supersymmetries appear if the eigenvalue W (φ) of Wab is degenerate,
and it is known that the Coulomb branch flow we study has maximal N = 4 Poincare´
supersymmetry. Conformal supersymmetry occurs in the boundary field theory when the
bulk geometry is exactly AdS5. In this case there are additional Killing spinors of the form
[51]
ǫSC = (1− iA′xjγj) e−A/2 ζ (0) , iγrζ (0) = −ζ (0) , (17)
with ζ (0) a constant 4D Weyl spinor.
2.1 The GPPZ flow
We shall primarily focus on the geometry first considered by GPPZ [15] as a candidate dual
description of a confining gauge theory. This background represents an operator deformation
of N = 4 SYM, where the active scalar, m, corresponds to the addition of equal masses for
the three chiral superfields in the N = 1 language.
The flow breaks the gauge symmetry from SU(4) to SO(3) and the supersymmetry from 32
supercharges to 4. As will be discussed at length in the next section, the set of SO(3)-singlet
fields encompasses the gravity multiplet and two hypermultiplets, the “active” hyper which
contains m, as well as the dilaton hypermultiplet, also containing the scalar σ.7
7The authors of [15] additionally considered a family of flows with both m and σ active. We restrict to
the σ = 0 case here, although we mention the σ 6= 0, m = 0 background in section 8.4.
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The superpotential involving both scalars is
W (m, σ) = −3
4
[
cosh
(
2m√
3
)
+ cosh (2σ)
]
, (18)
and the σ = 0 background that we study is described by
m(r) =
√
3
2
log
1 + e−r/L
1− e−r/L , A(r) =
1
2
[
r
L
+ log
(
2 sinh
r
L
)]
, (19)
containing a singularity at finite proper distance located at r = 0. The variable that proves
convenient for solving the various fluctuation equations is [42]
u ≡ 1− e−2r/L , (20)
in terms of which
W = − 3
2u
,
∂W
∂m
= −
√
3
√
1− u
u
, e2A =
u
1− u ,
du
dr
=
2
L
(1− u) . (21)
In the u-variable, the boundary is at u = 1 and the singularity at u = 0.
2.2 The Coulomb branch flow
The other background we will consider is a Coulomb branch deformation, studied in [10, 11]
and called the n = 2 flow in [10]. It has a 10D lift to a geometry surrounding a 2D disk
of D3-branes, and preserves the symmetry SO(4)× SO(2) ∼= SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1). The
sixteen supercharges dual to ordinary supersymmetries (13) are all preserved, while the
superconformal supercharges (17) are broken.
The superpotential is
W (ϕ) = −e−2ϕ/
√
6 − 1
2
e4ϕ/
√
6 , (22)
and ϕ→ −∞ as one approaches the interior. The convenient variable for studying fluctua-
tions in this flow is related to the field ϕ by [10]
v ≡ e
√
6ϕ . (23)
The boundary is at v = 1, and a curvature singularity appears at v = 0. The solution for
the flow is given by
W = −1
2
v + 2
v1/3
,
∂W
∂ϕ
=
2√
6
1− v
v1/3
, e2A =
ℓ2
L2
v2/3
1− v ,
dv
dr
=
2
L
v2/3 (1− v) . (24)
The length scale ℓ is the radius of the disc of D3-branes.
One difference between the geometries of the two flows we study is the behavior of radial
null geodesics (dt = −e−A(r)dr) departing any interior point. These reach the singularity in
finite time t for the GPPZ flow but take infinite time for the Coulomb branch flow.
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3 The SO(3)-invariant sector of N = 8 gauged super-
gravity in five dimensions
It was shown in [26] that the SO(3)-invariant sector of the N = 8 supergravity in five
dimensions is described by an N = 2 gauged supergravity coupled to two hypermultiplets
with the scalar fields parameterizing the quaternionic manifold
Q0 = G2(2)
SO(4)
. (25)
In this section we present the linearized action and supersymmetry transformation rules of
this theory, which are derived by performing an explicit truncation of theN = 8 supergravity
to the SO(3)-singlet fields.8 Our starting point is the N = 8 theory [40, 41] as formulated in
[50], which the reader should consult for conventions and further details (see, also, Appendix
A of [9]).
We begin our discussion with a fairly detailed treatment of the scalar sector, which requires
an explicit parameterization of the scalar manifold, Q0, and for which the linearized action
is by far the most difficult to extract. This is followed by a summary of results for the other
sectors, and finally the linearized supersymmetry transformations.
3.1 The scalar fields
Recall that the scalar fields of the N = 8 gauged supergravity in five dimensions are given by
a nonlinear σ-model on the noncompact coset manifold E6(6)/USp(8). The basic object here
is the coset representative, (VIJ ab,VIαab), called the “27-bein,” which is a matrix of E6(6)
in a 27-dimensional real representation. The 27 is conveniently written in the SL(6, R) ×
SL(2, R) basis as (zIJ , z
Iα), where I, J = 1, . . . , 6 and α, β = 1, 2, and zIJ = −zJI [50].
The corresponding infinitesimal action of E6(6) is then given by (see, [55] and, in particular,
Appendix A of [50])
δzIJ = −ΛKIzKJ − ΛKJzIK + ΣIJKβzKβ , (26)
δzIα = ΛIKz
Kα + Λαβz
Iβ + ΣKLIαzKL ,
where ΛIJ , Λ
α
β correspond to SL(6, R) and SL(2, R) transformations respectively, and
ΣIJKα =
1
6
ǫIJKLMNǫαβΣ
LMNβ . The gauge group SO(6) is generated by ΛIJ = −ΛJ I .
Various SU(2) invariant truncations of the theory can be obtained by selecting a particular
SU(2) subgroup of the SO(6) gauge group and then restricting to the singlet fields [56, 9, 26].
8The quaternionic coset G2(2)/SO(4) was first studied from a different vantage point in [52] and later
in [53]. In particular, the latter reference contains an explicit realization of the G2(2) generators. The
gauged theory which we obtain here at the linearized level should be a particular case of gauged N = 2
D = 5 supergravity coupled to matter recently constructed in [54]. However, we have not derived a precise
mapping between the two cases.
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The truncation relevant for the discussion of the GPPZ flow is obtained by taking the obvious
maximal SO(3) subgroup that is diagonal in SO(3)×SO(3) ⊂ SO(6), where the first SO(3)
acts on the indices I = 1, 2, 3 and the second one acts on I = 4, 5, 6. The branching rules
that describe this embedding SO(3) ⊂ SO(6) ∼= SU(4) are 4→ 3⊕ 1 and 6→ 3⊕ 3.
As discussed in detail in [56, 9, 26], the scalar manifold of a truncated theory is given by a
coset C/K, where C is the maximal subgroup of E6(6) that commutes with the invariance
subgroup and K is its maximal compact subgroup. In the present case the Lie algebra of C
can be constructed explicitly as follows:
There are two obvious contributions coming from the SL(2, R) ⊂ SL(6, R) transformations
parametrized by
(ΛIJ) =
(
s3 1 (s1 − s2) 1
(s1 + s2) 1 −s3 1
)
, (27)
where 1 is a 3× 3 unit matrix, and from the SL(2, R)τ transformations
(Λαβ) =
(
a3 a1 − a2
a1 + a2 −a3
)
, (28)
corresponding to “the dilaton/axion” field τ in five dimensions. The remaining contribution
arises from the transformations parametrized by the Σ-tensor that are invariant under SO(3).
To this end define
XIJK(1) = δ
IJK
123 ,
XIJK(2) = δ
IJK
423 + δ
IJK
153 + δ
IJK
126 , (29)
XIJK(3) = δ
IJK
156 + δ
IJK
426 + δ
IJK
453 ,
XIJK(4) = δ
IJK
456 ,
where δIJKMNP =
1
3!
(δIMδ
j
Nδ
K
P + permutations) and set
ΣIJKα = 3!
4∑
i=1
τ iαXIJK(i) . (30)
One can check that the 14-parameter transformations (27), (28) and (30) indeed generate
the G2(2) subalgebra of E6(6) [26]. We will demonstrate this explicitly by constructing a
standard Cartan basis (see, e.g. , [57]).
Let us first choose the two simple roots, α1 and α2, of G2(2) as
α1 = (−
√
2
3
, 0) , α2 = (
√
3
2
,
√
1
2
) , (31)
so that
(α1, α1) =
2
3
, (α2, α2) = 2 , (α1, α2) = − 1 . (32)
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H1 H2 X(10) X(11) X(21) X(01) X(31) X(32)
s1 0 0 0 0
1
4
√
3
1
4
0 0
s2 0 0
1
4
√
3
0 0 0 0 1
4
s3 0 0 0 − 14√3 0 0 −14 0
a1 0 0 0 0
√
3
4
−1
4
0 0
a2 0 0 −
√
3
4
0 0 0 0 1
4
a3 0 0 0 −
√
3
4
0 0 1
4
0
τ 11 0 0 1
8
√
6
0 1
8
√
6
1
24
√
2
0 − 1
24
√
2
τ 12 1
8
√
3
− 1
24
0 0 0 0 − 1
12
√
2
0
τ 21 − 1
24
√
3
− 1
24
0 − 1
12
√
6
0 0 0 0
τ 22 0 0 1
24
√
6
0 1
24
√
6
− 1
24
√
2
0 1
24
√
2
τ 31 0 0 1
24
√
6
0 − 1
24
√
6
1
24
√
2
0 1
24
√
2
τ 32 1
24
√
3
1
24
0 − 1
12
√
6
0 0 0 0
τ 41 − 1
8
√
3
1
24
0 0 0 0 − 1
12
√
2
0
τ 42 0 0 1
8
√
6
0 − 1
8
√
6
− 1
24
√
2
0 − 1
24
√
2
Table 1: The Cartan and positive root generators of G2(2) ⊂ E6(6).
The set of positive roots, ∆+, consists of
α1 , α1 + α2 , 2α1 + α2 , α2 , 3α1 + α2 , 3α1 + 2α2 , (33)
where the first three roots are short and the other three are long. The set of all roots is then
∆ = ∆+ ∪ (−∆+).
The Cartan basis of G2(2) consists of two Cartan generators, H1 and H2, and the root gener-
ators, Xα, α ∈ ∆. (For a root α = k1α1 + k2α2, we will also use the notation X(k1k2) ≡ Xα.)
For a maximally noncompact algebra, such as G2(2), the Cartan generators can be chosen to
be noncompact [57]. It will be convenient here to take them along the m and σ coordinate
of the extended GPPZ flow on the scalar manifold Q0. The generators H1 and H2 are given
in terms of those of (27)-(30) in Table 1. By diagonalizing the real matrices ad(Hi), i = 1, 2,
we find the root generators Xα satisfying [Hi, Xα] = α
iXα. In Table 1 we have also given
explicitly the positive root generators, which we will need in the following. The remaining
(negative) root generators are obtained similarly with the result that some coefficients change
sign, see Table 2. As a consistency check one may verify that the generators in Tables 1 and
2 can be block diagonalized in agreement with the branching rule for G2(2) ⊂ E6(6), namely
27→ 3(7)⊕ 6(1).
The generators we have constructed are canonically normalized such that Tr (HiHj) = 2δij ,
Tr (XαX−α) = 2 with all other traces being zero, with the traces evaluated in the 7-
dimensional fundamental representation of G2(2). The antihermitean combinations (Xα −
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X(−10) X(−1−1) X(−2−1) X(0−1) X(−3−1) X(−3−2)
s1 0 0
1
4
√
3
1
4
0 0
s2 − 14√3 0 0 0 0 −14
s3 0 − 14√3 0 0 −14 0
a1 0 0
√
3
4
−1
4
0 0
a2
√
3
4
0 0 0 0 −1
4
a3 0 −
√
3
4
0 0 1
4
0
τ 11 1
8
√
6
0 − 1
8
√
6
− 1
24
√
2
0 − 1
24
√
2
τ 12 0 0 0 0 1
12
√
2
0
τ 21 0 1
12
√
6
0 0 0 0
τ 22 1
24
√
6
0 − 1
24
√
6
1
24
√
2
0 1
24
√
2
τ 31 1
24
√
6
0 1
24
√
6
− 1
24
√
2
0 1
24
√
2
τ 32 0 1
12
√
6
0 0 0 0
τ 41 0 0 0 0 1
12
√
2
0
τ 42 1
8
√
6
0 1
8
√
6
1
24
√
2
0 − 1
24
√
2
Table 2: The negative root generators of G2(2) ⊂ E6(6).
X−α), α ∈ ∆+, span the compact subalgebra, while H1 and H2 together with the combina-
tions (Xα +X−α), α ∈ ∆+, span the noncompact orthogonal complement.
The usefulness of the above construction for our purposes lies in the fundamental theorem
on the Iwasawa decomposition of the maximally noncompact Lie groups (see, e.g. , [57]),
which implies that the scalar coset (25) can be analytically parametrized by real coordinates
si, i = 1, 2, and tα, α ∈ ∆+, where an explicit mapping is given by the group elements
g(si, tα) = exp
(
2∑
i=1
siHi
)
exp(
∑
α∈∆+
tαXα) , si , tα ∈ R . (34)
Given an explicit representation of the generators, the group element (34) is easy to compute
– the factor on the left is a product of commuting O(1, 1) “rotations”, while the factor on
the right is an element of a solvable group9 and thus a matrix of finite degree polynomials
in the tα’s.
In the following we will use instead of s1 and s2 the corresponding fields of the extended
GPPZ-flow [15], which are simply given by
m =
1√
2
s1 , σ =
1√
2
s2 . (35)
9This is why the parameterization has been called a “solvable parameterization” in [44].
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We will also retain in all the formulae of this section the complete dependence on the two
fields m and σ.
Once the proper parameterization of the scalar coset Q0 has been introduced, the computa-
tion of the kinetic action and the potential is a matter of a straightforward algebra that can
be carried out on a computer. First one evaluates the group elements (34) in a convenient
7-dimensional representation and derives the kinetic action using the standard σ-model tech-
niques. Then by a basis change one obtains the 27-bein fields (VIJ ab,VIαab), which can be
substituted directly into the formulae in [50]. Since several calculations of this type have
already been discussed in the literature (see, e.g. [9]) we will skip the details here.
In the absence of vector fields the kinetic action of the scalar fields is simply given by
L0K(m, σ; tα) =
1
2
[
(∂m)2 + (∂σ)2
]
+
1
2
∑
α∈∆+
e2α(m,σ)(∂tα)
2 , (36)
where α(m, σ) =
√
2(α1m+ α2σ) for a root α.
Using the solvable parameterization we have obtained a complete expression for the potential.
The tα-independent part of the potential reproduces the result in [15, 19, 26]:
P(0)(m, σ) = − 3
16
g2
(
2− 1
4
cosh(4σ) +
1
4
cosh(
2m√
3
) + cosh(
2m√
3
+ 2σ) + cosh(
2m√
3
− 2σ)
)
.
(37)
The complete expression for the potential is too long to be reproduced here.10 It is a
sixth order polynomial in the tα’s with no first order terms. Since all we need here is the
quadratic expansion in the transverse fields tα about an arbitrary m and σ configuration, we
now restrict to this order. Define
E(k1, k2) = e
α(m,σ) where α = k1α1 + k2α2 . (38)
Then the quadratic term in the expansion of the potential is
P(2)(m, σ; tα) = −g216(1 + 2E(−2,−2) + E(2, 0) + 2E(4, 2)) t2(10)
−g2
32
(8− 3E(−4,−2) + 6E(−2, 0)−E(0, 2)− 8E(2, 2) + 2E(6, 4)) t2(11)
−g2
32
(8− 3E(−2,−2) + 6E(2, 0)− 8E(4, 2)−E(6, 2) + 2E(6, 4)) t2(21)
+3g
2
32
(E(−6,−2)− 4E(−2, 0)−E(2, 2)) t2(01)
+3g
2
32
(E(0,−2)− 4E(2, 0)−E(4, 2)) t2(31)
+3g
2
16
(1− 2E(2, 2)− 2E(4, 2) + E(6, 4)) t2(32)
+
√
3g2
16
(E(−2, 0)− 6E(2, 2) + E(6, 4))t(21)t(01)
+
√
3g2
16
(E(2, 0)− 6E(4, 2) + E(6, 4)) t(11)t(31) .
(39)
10An interested reader may enjoy it at http://citusc.usc.edu/∼pilch/Papers/g2potexp.out.
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Note that up to this order the scalar action is diagonal in t(10) and t(32) and there are two
2× 2 blocks in t(11)/t(31) and t(21)/t(01), respectively.
The potential in (37) and (39) involves all eight SO(3)-singlet fields, but is still invariant
under the SL(2, R)τ and an O(2) subgroup of the gauge group. The former symmetry is
given by the transformations (28) acting on the SL(2, R) index α of the 27-bein. This is a
manifest local symmetry of the potential of the full N = 8 theory [50]. However, its action
on the SO(3)-singlet fields in our solvable parameterization is quite complicated as might be
inferred from the explicit form of the SL(2, R)τ generators, given by
T+ = −
√
3
2
(X(11) +X(−1−1)) + 12(X(31) +X(−3−1)) ,
T− =
√
3
2
(X(21) +X(−2−1))− 12(X(01) +X(0−1)) ,
T3 = −
√
3
2
(X(10) −X(−10)) + 12(X(32) −X(−3−2)) ,
(40)
which act on the scalar coset, Q0, by right multiplication of (34). The generator of the O(2)
symmetry is given in (41) below.
If one is interested in studying the potential alone, it is more advantageous to use another
parameterization of Q0 and gauge fix all symmetries. This was done in [26], where the
potential for the SO(3)-singlet fields was shown to depend on m and σ and two other fields,
which together parametrized a quotient of SL(3, R)/SU(2) by an O(2) action. However, one
must remember that the above local symmetries of the potential are not local symmetries of
the full scalar action and thus a careful treatment of the dynamics of the SO(3)-singlet sector
requires that we consider all eight fields. For this purpose the solvable parameterization
employed here is quite convenient.
An action for some of the SO(3)-invariant scalars of the gauged N = 8 theory was also de-
rived and studied in [19]. The authors restrict to a 6-dimensional scalar subspace, and their
scalar potential depends only on 2 of the 6 scalars, not including the dilaton nor any field
mixing with it. A direct comparison of our results with [19] is rather difficult because com-
plicated field redefinitions are required (although we have reproduced the truncated action
in their parameterization). Nevertheless we believe that their results are incorrect because
there is no natural 6-dimensional subspace of the coset G2(2)/SO(4) nor any symmetry to
enforce such a truncation. A more precise criticism is that their kinetic action for the dila-
ton gives a fluctuation equation (about the GPPZ flow) which is not hypergeometric, as
opposed to those of all other SO(3)-singlet fluctuations we study. As shown in section 6
below, the dilaton and axion emerge precisely from the mixed 2× 2 sectors of the quadratic
potential (39). This is a consequence of the action and equations of motion for these fields,
and doesn’t depend on the form of the background {m(r), σ(r)} or the presence of super-
symmetry. For these reasons the 6-dimensional truncation in [19] appears to be inconsistent
and the application to chiral symmetry breaking should be reexamined.
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3.2 The vector field and the vector/scalar coupling
The commutant of SO(3) in the gauge group SO(6) consists of a single U(1) generated by
the transformations with Λ14 = Λ
2
5 = Λ
3
6 and the corresponding generator in the Cartan
basis given by
TR = −
√
3
2
(X(10) −X(−10))− 3
2
(X(32) −X(−3−2)) . (41)
We will denote this subgroup by U(1)R to emphasize that it corresponds to the truncation
of the R-symmetry group on the field theory side. This symmetry is, however, broken by
the background fields m and σ and as a result the corresponding vector field, Bµ, develops
an m- and σ-dependent mass-term. A tedious expansion of the N = 8 D = 5 action to the
quadratic order in Bµ yields
L(Bµ;m, σ) = − 3
4
FµνF
µν +
3
16
g2
(
3 cosh(4σ) + cosh(
4m√
3
)− 4
)
BµB
µ . (42)
In deriving (42) we have used that there are no SO(3)-singlet antisymmetric tensor fields
that might mix with Bµ. One can use (18) and the flow equations (12), (15) to show that
the vector mass is m2B = −2A′′(r). We will show in the next section that this result is quite
generic.
The coupling between the vector and the scalar fields up to the quadratic order in the
fluctuations is given by
L(2)(Bµ, tα;m, σ) = (43)
Bµ
(
3(∂µσ)t(32) − (∂µm)t(10) +
√
3
4
(1− e−4m/
√
3)∂µt(10) +
3
4
(1− e4σ)∂µt(32)
)
,
which is in agreement with the usual gauging of a nonlinear σ-model as we show in more
detail in section 6.
3.3 The fermion fields
The SO(3) truncation of the fermion sector yields one symplectic Majorana pair of spin-3/2
fields, ψ˜aµ, a = 1, 2, and two pairs of spin-1/2 fields, χ˜
a, a = 1, . . . , 4. This follows from
the counting of SO(3) singlets in the branching of 8 and 48 of USp(8). We use formulae
in Appendix A of [50] for the embedding of SO(3) into USp(8) (with the SO(7) gamma
matrices given in Appendix C of [9]) to determine those SO(3)-singlet fields in terms of the
original fields of the N = 8 theory:
ψ˜1µ = ψ
3
µ , ψ˜
2
µ = ψ
7
µ , (44)
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which mirrors the truncation of the supersymmetry parameter and
χ˜1 = χ124 ,
χ˜2 = χ128 = − χ146 = χ245 ,
χ˜3 = χ168 = − χ258 = χ456 ,
χ˜4 = χ568 .
(45)
In (45) we have used that χabc = χ[abc]| are antisymmetric and symplectic traceless USp(8)
tensors and listed the independent components only.
The reduction of the fermion action is now rather easy and we find that further redefinitions
of the spin-1/2 fields are required to bring it into canonical form. Let us define
ξ1 =
√
3
2
(χ˜2 + χ˜4) , ξ2 =
√
3
2
(χ˜1 + χ˜3) , (46)
ξ3 = −1
2
(3χ˜2 − χ˜4) , ξ4 = 1
2
(χ˜1 − 3χ˜3) .
In terms of those fields the fermion kinetic action becomes
L(2)K (ψaµ, ξa) = −
i
2
(
ψ¯1µγ
µνρDνψ
2
ρ − ψ¯2µγµνρDνψ1ρ
)
(47)
− i
2
(
ξ¯1γµDµξ
2 − ξ¯2γµDµξ1 + ξ¯3γµDµξ4 − ξ¯4γµDµξ3
)
,
where we dropped the tilde over the spin-3/2 field. The truncation of the mass terms is more
complicated as it requires evaluating the USp(8)-tensors of the N = 8 theory. We find
L(2)M (ψaµ, ξa) = −
ig
4
W (m, σ)(ψ¯1µγ
µνψ1ν + ψ¯
2
µγ
µνψ2ν)
− ig
16
(
cosh(
2m√
3
)− 3 cosh(2σ)
)(
ξ¯1ξ1 + ξ¯2ξ2 − 3ξ¯3ξ3 − 3ξ¯4ξ4
)
(48)
+
1√
2
m′(r)
(
ψ¯1µγ
rγµξ1 + ψ¯2µγ
rγµξ2
)
+
1√
2
σ′(r)
(
ψ¯1µγ
rγµξ3 + ψ¯2µγ
rγµξ4
)
−
√
3g
4
√
2
sinh(
2m√
3
)
(
ξ¯2γµψ1µ − ξ¯1γµψ2µ
)
−
√
3g
4
√
2
sinh(2σ)
(
ξ¯4γµψ1µ − ξ¯3γµψ2µ
)
,
where W (m, σ) is the superpotential (18). This may be further simplified using the flow
equations (12), (15), which we will do in section 7.
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3.4 The supersymmetry transformations
We will now verify that to the linear order we have indeed obtained a gauged N = 2
supergravity coupled to two hypermultiplets. For the supergravity multiplet we find:
δemµ = −i(ǫ¯1γmψ2µ − ǫ¯2γmψ1µ) ,
δψ1µ = Dµǫ
1 − 1
6
gW (m, σ)γµǫ
1 − gBµW (m, σ)ǫ2 + 14Fνρ(γνργµ + 2γνδρµ)ǫ1
+ ig
2
(
E(0, 1)∂µt(01) −
√
3E(2, 1)∂µt(21)
)
ǫ1
−g
2
(√
3E(1, 0)∂µt(10) +
√
3iE(1, 1)∂µt(11) − iE(3, 1)∂µt(31) + E(3, 2)∂µt(32)
)
ǫ2 ,
δψ2µ = Dµǫ
2 + 1
6
gW (m, σ)γµǫ
2 + gBµW (m, σ)ǫ
1 + 1
4
Fνρ(γ
νργµ + 2γ
νδρµ)ǫ
2
+ g
2
(√
3E(1, 0)∂µt(10) −
√
3iE(1, 1)∂µt(11) + iE(3, 1)∂µt(31) + E(3, 2)∂µt(32)
)
ǫ1
− ig
2
(
E(0, 1)∂µt(01) −
√
3E(2, 1)∂µt(21)
)
ǫ2 ,
δBµ = − i4 (ǫ¯1ψ2µ − ǫ¯2ψ1µ) .
(49)
To present the supersymmetry transformations for the hypermultiplets, let us define rescaled
variation of tα, cf. (36),
δ˜tα = e
α(m,σ)δtα , (50)
in terms of which the result has a compact form:
δm = − 1√
2
(ǫ¯1ξ1 + ǫ¯2ξ2) ,
δ˜t(10) = −ǫ¯1ξ2 + ǫ¯2ξ1 ,√
3
2
δ˜t(01) +
1
2
δ˜t(21) = i(ǫ¯
1ξ1 − ǫ¯2ξ2) ,√
3
2
δ˜t(31) +
1
2
δ˜t(11) = −i(ǫ¯1ξ2 + ǫ¯2ξ1) ,
(51)
and
δσ = − 1√
2
(ǫ¯1ξ3 + ǫ¯2ξ4) ,
δ˜t(32) = (ǫ¯
1ξ4 − ǫ¯2ξ3) ,
1
2
δ˜t(01) −
√
3
2
δ˜t(21) = i(ǫ¯
1ξ3 − ǫ¯2ξ4) ,
−1
2
δ˜t(31) +
√
3
2
δ˜t(11) = −i(ǫ¯1ξ4 + ǫ¯2ξ3) .
(52)
The particular combinations of the scalar fields we have displayed here turn out to be crucial
for the diagonalization of the field equations in section 6.
Similarly, for the variation of the spin-1/2 fields let us use the notation
˜6∂tα = eα(m,σ) 6∂tα . (53)
Then
δξ1 = i√
2
6∂m ǫ2 − 1
4
(
√
3˜6∂t(01) + ˜6∂t(21)) ǫ2 + i2 ˜6∂t(10) ǫ1 − 14(
√
3˜6∂t(31) + ˜6∂t(11)) ǫ1
− ig
√
3
4
√
2
sinh(2m√
3
) ǫ1 + ig
√
3
2
√
2
6B sinh(2m√
3
) ǫ1
+ g
√
3
16
(3E(−3,−1) + E(1, 1)) t(01) ǫ1 − g16(3E(−2,−1) + 3E(0, 1)− 2E(2, 1)) t(11) ǫ2
+ g
16
(3E(−1,−1)− 2E(1, 1) + 3E(3, 1)) t(21) ǫ1 − g
√
3
16
(3E(0,−1) + E(2, 1)) t(31) ǫ2
+ ig
4
t(10) ǫ
2
(54)
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δξ2 = − i√
2
6∂m ǫ1 − 1
4
(
√
3˜6∂t(01) + ˜6∂t(21)) ǫ1 + i2 ˜6∂t(10) ǫ2 + 14(
√
3˜6∂t(31) + ˜6∂t(11)) ǫ2
− ig
√
3
4
√
2
sinh(2m√
3
) ǫ2 + ig
√
3
2
√
2
6B sinh(2m√
3
) ǫ2
−g
√
3
16
(3E(−3,−1) + E(1, 1)) t(01) ǫ2 − g16(3E(−2,−1) + 3E(0, 1)− 2E(2, 1)) t(11) ǫ1
− g
16
(3E(−1,−1)− 2E(1, 1) + 3E(3, 1)) t(21) ǫ2 − g
√
3
16
(3E(0,−1) + E(2, 1)) t(31) ǫ1
− ig
4
t(10) ǫ
1 .
(55)
and
δξ3 = i√
2
6∂σ ǫ2 − 1
4
(˜6∂t(01) −
√
3˜6∂t(21)) ǫ2 − i2 ˜6∂t(32) ǫ1 + 14(˜6∂t(31) −
√
3˜6∂t(11)) ǫ2
− 3ig
4
√
2
sinh(2σ) ǫ1 + 3ig
2
√
2
6B sinh(2σ) ǫ1
−3g
16
(E(−3,−1)− E(1, 1)) t(01) ǫ1 − g
√
3
16
(−3E(−2,−1) + E(0, 1) + 2E(2, 1)) t(11) ǫ2
−g
√
3
16
(−3E(−1,−1) + 2E(1, 1) + E(3, 1)) t(21) ǫ1 − 3g16(E(0,−1)− E(2, 1)) t(31) ǫ2
−3ig
4
t(32) ǫ
2 ,
(56)
δξ4 = − i√
2
6∂σ ǫ1 − 1
4
(˜6∂t(01) −
√
3˜6∂t(21)) ǫ1 − i2 ˜6∂t(32) ǫ2 − 14(˜6∂t(31) −
√
3˜6∂t(11)) ǫ2
− 3ig
4
√
2
sinh(2σ) ǫ2 + 3ig
2
√
2
6B sinh(2σ) ǫ2
+3g
16
(E(−3,−1)− E(1, 1)) t(01) ǫ2 − g
√
3
16
(−3E(−2,−1) + E(0, 1) + 2E(2, 1)) t(11) ǫ1
−g
√
3
16
(3E(−1,−1)− 2E(1, 1)− E(3, 1)) t(21) ǫ2 − 3g16(E(0,−1)−E(2, 1)) t(31) ǫ1
+3ig
4
t(32) ǫ
1 ,
(57)
When the background satisfies the flow equations (12), (15) the zeroth-order terms in δψµ
and δξ will vanish for ǫ a Killing spinor, as given by (13).
4 Physical modes of the gravity multiplet
In this section we consider the physical (i.e. transverse, traceless) modes of the metric fluc-
tuation hµν ≡ e−2A δˆgµν , gravitino ψaµ, and U(1)R photon Bµ, which are dual to the su-
perconformal current multiplet containing the stress tensor, supercurrent and R-current.
These TT modes are non-vanishing only for transverse values of the indices, i.e. µ, ν → i, j,
and they will decouple from other modes and from lower spin fluctuations; we denote them
{hˆij , ψˆi, Bˆi}.
In the GPPZ background, these modes obey the linear equations of motion:
R
(1)
ij (hˆ) +
4
3
V (m(r)) hˆij = 0 , (58)
γµνρDˆνψˆρ = 0 , (59)
DµFˆµν − 2A′′(r)Bˆν = 0 , (60)
where we combined the symplectic Majorana gravitini into a complex field ψρ ≡ ψ1ρ + iψ2ρ,
and
Dˆν ≡ Dν − ig
6
Wγν . (61)
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We will not write the linearized Ricci operator R
(1)
ij in detail (see for example [58]), since it
is by now well-known (as derived in [11, 58] for a general domain wall and earlier in a special
case [59]) that the TT modes of hˆij obey the same equation as that of a massless scalar,
Dµ∂µf(x
i, r) =
[
−∂2r − 4A′∂r + e−2A
]
f(xi, r) = 0 , hˆij ≡ vivjf(xi, r) , (62)
with vi independent of r and transverse. The TT constraints then require that the vi are
constructed from three independent polarization vectors (as described in detail in (21) of
[42]). In this way one can build the five independent physical modes of hˆij. The solution for
the GPPZ flow was found to be [37, 42]:
f = (1− u)2 F
(
2 +
pL
2
, 2− pL
2
; 2; u
)
, (63)
where the radial variable u is defined in (20) and F (a, b, c; z) denotes a standard hyper-
geometric function [60]. The associated spectrum contains discrete states with momenta
p2L2 = 4(n+ 2)2, in agreement with (1). It should be noted the SO(3)-singlet supergravity
theory does not contain a massless scalar field; f is just a convenient auxiliary quantity.
Since ψˆµ and Bˆµ are SUSY partners of hˆij , we expect that they can also be expressed in terms
of the massless scalar f , and it is our purpose to show how to do this. We use supersymmetry
transformation rules to relate solutions of the equations of motion (58) -(60). The necessary
parts of the transformations (49), rewritten in terms of complex spinors, are
δemˆµ = ǫ¯γ
mˆψµ , (64)
δψµ = Dˆµǫ , (65)
δBµ =
1
4
ǫ¯ ψµ , (66)
where ǫ is the Killing spinor of (13).
Let hˆij(x
i, r) be any solution of (58). The corresponding fluctuation of the frame can be
chosen as
δˆeˆkˆj =
1
2
eA(r)ηkˆihˆij(x
k, r) , (67)
where all other components vanish and ηkˆi is the 4× 4 Minkowski metric. Let δˆωµkˆlˆ denote
the corresponding fluctuation of the spin connection. It is then guaranteed that
ψˆµ = (∂µ +
1
4
δˆωµkˆlˆγ
kˆlˆ +
i
2
A′(r)γkˆδˆe
kˆ
µ) ǫ , (68)
is a solution of (59). It is now straightforward to use the specific form of δˆωµkˆlˆ and show
that the radial component ψˆ5 vanishes, and that all terms in which hˆij is not differentiated
cancel in ψˆi. One can then use the transverse traceless property of hˆij to bring ψˆi to the
form
ψˆi =
1
4
e2A(r)γj(γµ∂µhˆij)ǫ (69)
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Despite appearances this form is covariant since the factor e2A(r) can be moved to the right
of the derivative. One then finds that ∂µ is replaced by the covariant Dµ acting on the tensor
fluctuation δˆgij = e
2A(r)hˆij. It is easy to see that γ
iψˆi and g
ijDiψˆj vanish, so these gravitino
modes are transverse traceless.
The final step is to express ψˆi in terms of the scalar f . To do this we simply substitute
hˆij = vivjf in (69) to obtain
ψˆi = −1
4
e2A(r)vi(γ
µ∂µf)(γ
jvj)ǫ . (70)
It is convenient to define a new spinor ǫ˜ = (γjvj) ǫ. This might be called an anti-Killing
spinor, since the form of ǫ˜ is the same as (13) but with opposite chirality of the constant
spinor η(0), and consequently (Dµ +
ig
6
Wγµ) ǫ˜ = 0. Dropping an irrelevant constant we can
then write
ψˆi = e
2A(r)vi (γ
µ∂µf) ǫ˜ . (71)
We have verified that this form is indeed a solution of (59). The next issue is to count
the linearly independent modes of the form (71). This requires detailed analysis in which
specific polarization vectors are paired with choices of η to create modes of overall half-integer
helicity. There are a total of 4 independent modes, as expected.11
We proceed now to treat the graviphoton field Bµ in the same fashion. Substituting ψˆi from
(71) into (66), we find
Bˆi ∼ e2A(r) vi ǫ¯(γµ∂µf) ǫ˜ , (72)
and SUSY guarantees that this is a solution of (60). Since Killing and anti-Killing spinors
have opposite chirality this simplifies to the form
Bˆi = e
2A(r) vi ∂rf(x
i, r) . (73)
It is easy to verify that, if f(xi, r) satisfies (62), then Bˆi satisfies the massive vector equation
of motion (60) which can be written in explicit form as
− (∂r + 2A′(r))∂rBˆi + e−2A(r) Bˆi − 2A′′(r)Bˆi = 0 . (74)
This completes our presentation of the TT modes of the gravity multiplet in terms of the
auxiliary scalar f .
The equations (58), (59), (60) have been extracted from those of the full gaugedN = 8 theory
linearized around the GPPZ flow, as can be seen explicitly from (42) and (47). Further,
equation (58) is known to be universal for any RG flow geometry. The gravitino equation
(59) obtains for any reduction of the N = 8 theory, since the only other term in the gravitino
field equation is proportional to γµ and cannot contribute [50]; it is quite generic, since it
consists merely of the canonical Rarita-Schwinger kinetic term and a mass term.
11It may appear that the form (70) contains more modes. However, one must take into account the fact
that γjvj has zero modes when vj is a circular polarization vector.
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Equation (60) is more particular; we will find a different equation for the Coulomb branch
graviphoton in section 8. One may show, however, that given the assumption of a graviphoton
with canonical kinetic terms and some mass m2B, the transformation (66) and consistency
with the gravitino equation (59) require m2B = −2A′′. As we will discuss, flows with active
scalars in hypermultiplets must have canonical vector kinetic terms, and are associated with
backgrounds with broken U(1)R. Thus it seems likely that the form (60) is generic for flows
where R-symmetry is broken, and the gauge field acquires a mass. One should note that
m2B = −2A′′(r) is non-negative, as a consequence of the holographic c-theorem [8, 9].
In the Coulomb case, R-symmetry is preserved and the graviphoton remains massless. How-
ever the active scalar, which sits in a vector multiplet, produces a non-canonical kinetic term
for Bµ. We will show in section 8, however, that the graviphoton equation of motion can
be transformed into (74), including the same mass. For all these reasons the vector mass
m2B = −2A′′ appears to be generic in RG flows.
5 The anomaly multiplet
As we have seen in the previous section, the transverse and traceless modes of the gravity
multiplet do not mix with other fields, and can be collectively described in terms of an
auxiliary free massless scalar f . The remaining modes in the gravity multiplet vanish or can
be gauged away in an anti-de Sitter background. In an RG flow background, however, the
story is not so simple, as the profile of the active scalar φ couples them to other fields.
The mixing of the graviton trace and the fluctuations of the active scalar(s) was first discussed
in [42]. The equations of motion governing the coupled system are quite general, regardless
of the character of the background flow. The system was examined in an axial gauge, and
for the case of a single active scalar, was reduced to an uncoupled third-order equation. This
was solved for the GPPZ and Coulomb branch flows. Translating the solutions into sensible
correlation functions, however, proved difficult.
The problem was taken up by Arutyunov, Frolov and Theisen (AFT) [43], who employed a
different gauge and a different prescription for correlation functions. They obtained a solution
for the GPPZ flow, which we will show shortly to be gauge equivalent to the solution of [42].
AFT did not solve the corresponding equation for the Coulomb branch flow, but in fact the
gauge transform of the solution from [42] satisfies their equation, as we shall describe. Thus
the solutions are equivalent.
In the next several sections, we shall illustrate how the coupling of the gravity trace to the
active scalar in the GPPZ flow generalizes to a coupling between the “trace” of the gravity
multiplet and the active hypermultiplet. The trace of the gravity multiplet contains the
graviton trace, gravitino γ-trace and the longitudinal graviphoton, which are dual in the field
theory to the trace of the stress tensor, the γ-trace of the supercurrent and the divergence of
the R-current. These operators constitute a chiral multiplet called the anomaly multiplet,
which vanishes when conformal invariance is unbroken. In the GPPZ flow background, γµψµ
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couples to the spin-1/2 fields in the active hypermultiplet, while the phase associated to the
active scalar Higgses the graviphoton, corresponding to the breaking of the R-symmetry.
Thus the coupling we uncover between the traces of the gravity multiplet and the active
hypermultiplet agrees perfectly with field theory expectations: we can identify the multiplet
of the active scalar as the “anomaly hypermultiplet”.
We shall examine, in turn, the graviton trace/active scalar system, the vector/scalar system,
and the fermion sector of the GPPZ flow. We shall see that all the anomaly multiplet fields
(as well as the traces of the gravity multiplet which mix with them) have a common spectrum
of states distinct from the transverse traceless gravity fields, while the uncoupled Lagrangian
multiplet is characterized by a third spectrum.
Interestingly, the situation is not quite the same in the Coulomb branch flow. We will
examine this case in section 8.
5.1 Axial and AFT gauges for graviton trace/active scalar sector
The coupled hµµ/φ˜ system was considered in two different gauges in [42] and [43]. Here we
will demonstrate the gauge equivalence of the solutions for the GPPZ flow, and show that
the gauge transform of the axial gauge Coulomb branch solution solves the AFT fluctuation
equation. Finally we will demonstrate that the effective scalar s defined by AFT can be
interpreted as the active scalar φ˜ itself in a third gauge. We calculate the 2-point functions
for the active scalar in both flows; the result for the GPPZ flow agrees with [43] up to the
lack of a massless pole, while the result for the Coulomb-branch flow displays the usual mass
gap and continuum.
The most general form of the metric and scalar we use will be
ds2 = e2A(r) (ηij + hij(r, x)) dx
idxj + (−1 + h55(r, x))dr2 , (75)
φtot = φ(r) + φ˜(r, x) , (76)
where we have already gauged away possible hi5 components. Since the five TT modes of hij
have been discussed in section 4, and three additional longitudinal modes can be gauged away
using (85) below (see section 2.2 of [42]), it is sufficient to restrict to the trace components
of hij ,
hij(r, x) = e
ipx
(
1
4
h(r, p) ηij + pi pj H(r, p)
)
. (77)
The holographic β-function [13, 35, 37] of the operator Oφ dual to φ is defined using a ≡ eA
as the scale in the 4D theory:
βφ = a
d
da
φ =
φ′(r)
A′(r)
= − 3
2W
∂W
∂φ
. (78)
This differs by an overall sign from the β-function used by AFT.
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The fields h, H , h55 and φ˜ all mix. However, residual gauge freedom can be used to eliminate
one of them. In [42] an axial gauge choice,
haxiali5 = h
axial
55 = 0 , (79)
was made, while AFT employed the gauge
hAFTi5 = φ˜
AFT = 0 . (80)
Let us consider residual diffeomorphisms defined by a vector field vµ(r, x). In both gauges,
we must require
δhi5 = 0 = ∂iv5 + ∂5vi − 2A′vi = 0 , (81)
which determines vi in terms of v5,
vi(r, x) = −e2A(r)
∫ r
dr′e−2A(r
′)∂iv5(r
′, x) . (82)
In axial gauge, we must also enforce
δhaxial55 = 0 = ∂rv5(r, x) . (83)
While in AFT gauge, instead we have
δφ˜AFT = 0 = v
µ∂µφ(r) = −v5φ′(r) , (84)
where φ(r) is the background scalar profile. In both gauges, there are residual transforma-
tions of the same form as 4D diffeomorphisms:
vi = e
2A(r) wi(x), v5 = 0 , (85)
δhij = ∂i wj(x) + ∂j wi(x) .
These certainly satisfy (81) and (83) or (84), and we may think of them as coming from the
lower limit of integration in (82).
In axial gauge there are also less trivial residual gauge transformations which are the lin-
earization of the subgroup of bulk diffeomorphisms which induce Weyl transformations of the
boundary metric. They have been studied in the context12 of the AdS/CFT correspondence
in [61], although their identification is much older [62, 63]. They are generated by arbitrary
v5 = v5(x), independent of r, with vi determined by (82). These transformations give a pure
gauge solution [42] of the fluctuation equations in axial gauge, namely, if v5(x) = e
ipxE(p),
δh = −8A′(r)E(p) , δH ′ = 2 e−2A(r)E(p) , δφ˜ = −φ′(r)E(p) . (86)
However, because v5 appears without derivative in (84), there is no corresponding residual
transformation in AFT gauge, which is thus a more complete gauge fix.
12DZF thanks Kostas Skenderis for useful discussions of this point.
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The fluctuation equations in axial gauge have the spurious solution (86) in addition to phys-
ical solutions, and this appears to be the reason why these equations are more complicated
and can at best be reduced to an uncoupled third order equation for φ˜. In AFT gauge there
is no obstruction to a second order equation.
The solutions found by [42] and [43] are nonetheless equivalent. Consider a solution {h,H, φ˜}
in axial gauge. Let us transform to AFT gauge by means of a vector field vµ(r, x). We must
require
− φ˜ = δφ˜ = −v5φ′ → v5 = φ˜
φ′
. (87)
This transformation will introduce a nonzero h55 and modify h and H . We find
δh = −8A′(r)v5 = −8A
′(r)
φ′(r)
φ˜ =
16
3
Wφ˜
∂W/∂φ
= − 8
βφ
φ˜ . (88)
For the GPPZ flow the axial-gauge solution was [42]
m˜axial =
√
1− u
u
[
4F1 − f0 + p2L2uF2
]
, (89)
haxial =
1
3
√
3u
(
24f0 − 96F1 − 24L2p2uF2 + 24L2p2u(1− u)F3
+ L2p2u2(1− u)(8− L2p2)F4
)
, (90)
=
1
3
√
3u
(24f0 − 96F1) ,
where we have not reproduced the solution forH , and f0 is an integration constant associated
to the pure gauge solution (86). In the last line we used a hypergeometric identity [60]. The
hypergeometric functions Fn (u; p) are defined by
Fn (u; p) ≡ F
(
n− 3
2
+
1
2
q, n− 3
2
− 1
2
q;n; u
)
, q =
√
1 + p2L2 . (91)
Passing to AFT gauge, we obtain
δh =
8√
3
1√
1− u m˜ =
8√
3u
(
−f0 + 4F1 + p2L2uF2
)
. (92)
giving
hAFT =
8√
3
p2L2F2 , (93)
Up to irrelevant overall factors, this is precisely the solution for h obtained by AFT.
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For the Coulomb branch flow, the solution in axial gauge was [42]13
ϕ˜axial = v
a(1− v) 3F2
(
1 + a, 2 + a, 1
3
+ a; 2 + 2a, 4
3
+ a; v
)
, (94)
haxial =
4
√
2vaℓ2
3
√
3L4p2
[
4(1 + 3a)(2− 4v − v2 + a(2− v − v2))F (1 + a, 2 + a; 2 + 2a; v)
+ 2v(1− v)(2 + v)(2 + a)(1 + 3a)F (2 + a, 3 + a; 3 + 2a; v) (95)
+ 3 (2 + v)
L4p2
ℓ2
3F2
(
1 + a, 2 + a,
1
3
+ a; 2 + 2a,
4
3
+ a; v
)]
,
where mFn(b1, ..., bm; c1, ..., cn; z) denotes a generalized hypergeometric function [60] and
a ≡ (−1 +
√
1− p2L4/ℓ2)/2. Transforming into AFT gauge gives
δh = −4
√
6
3
v + 2
1− v φ˜ = −
4
√
6
3
va(v + 2) 3F2
(
1 + a, 2 + a,
1
3
+ a; 2 + 2a,
4
3
+ a; v
)
(96)
hAFT = − 4
√
2ℓ2va
3
√
3L4p2
(1 + 3a)
{
4[−2 + 4v + v2 + a(−2 + v + v2)] × (97)
F (1 + a, 2 + a; 2 + 2a; v)− 2v(1− v)(2 + v)(2 + a)F (2 + a, 3 + a; 3 + 2a; v)} ,
where the unpleasant 3F2 hypergeometric function exactly cancels. The solution (97) satisfies
the AFT equation of motion, [43] equation (2.32), where s is related to hAFT by (98).
5.2 Dynamical scalar gauge
Finally, we wish to discuss a third gauge, where the active scalar is kept as the dynamical
degree of freedom. AFT claim that by extracting an r-dependent factor from h, one is left
with a field s which is the scalar coupling to Oφ:
hAFT = − 8
βφ
s , (98)
where we added the minus sign to accord with our definition of the β-function (78). One can
show explicitly that this identification is correct by transforming from AFT gauge, where
φ˜ = 0, to a gauge where h = 0. We must require
− h = δh = −8A′(r)v5 → v5 = h
8A′(r)
. (99)
Then
φ˜DS = −v5φ′(r) = − φ
′(r)
8A′(r)
hAFT =
3
16W
∂W
∂φ
hAFT = −βφ
8
hAFT . (100)
13An extraneous factor of 1/(a − 1/3) multiplying h that appeared in the first version of [42] has been
corrected.
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and by virtue of (98),
φ˜DS = s . (101)
This third gauge, in which the dynamics of the system is carried by the active scalar, is
perhaps the most intuitive; we will use something similar in the fermion sector. It also seems
likely that this gauge will generalize most easily to the case of several active scalars, since it
involves a condition on h instead of on the set of scalars.
Using the well-established procedure for calculating 2-point functions of operators dual to
scalar fields [64, 65], we find for the GPPZ case
〈Om˜(p)Om˜(−p)〉 = p
2
2
[
ψ
(
3
2
+
1
2
√
1 + p2L2
)
+ ψ
(
3
2
− 1
2
√
1 + p2L2
)]
, (102)
which agrees with [43], eqn. (2.26) up to normalization. The apparent difference in the
arguments of the ψ functions only corresponds to the addition of a contact term. The
spectrum is p2 = 4(n+ 1)(n+ 2)/L2, which will prove to be common to all members of the
anomaly multiplet, as in equation (2). Note that there is no massless pole.
For the Coulomb branch case, the active scalar corresponds to a ∆ = 2 operator, and so we
must use the modified prescription for the 2-point function, see [66]. We obtain
〈Oϕ˜(p)Oϕ˜(−p)〉 = − lim
ǫ→0
(
ǫ4 log2 ǫ
) [ 1
z3
d
dz
ln(ϕ˜(z, p))
]
z=ǫ
= ψ

1
2
+
1
2
√
1− p
2L4
ℓ2

 , (103)
with the z-variable defined in [42]. This functional form is ubiquitous for Coulomb branch
2-point functions, and indicates the mass gap at m2gap = ℓ
2/L4 and overlying continuum.
Returning to general considerations, one may notice that although the boundary scaling of
φ˜ is the same as that of any scalar field acting as a source, φ˜ ∼ e(∆−4)r, the behavior of the
field h in AFT gauge is somewhat unusual. If the background corresponds to an operator
deformation of N = 4 SYM, then the β-function scales as β ∼ e(∆−4)r, and we have
hAFT ∼ const , (104)
near the boundary. On the other hand, if the background corresponds to a different vacuum,
β ∼ e−∆r and we find for ∆ > 2,
hAFT ∼ e(2∆−4)r , (105)
which diverges on the boundary.14 Thus fluctuations of h are constant in an operator back-
ground, but diverge for the vev background.
In the Coulomb branch, the stress-tensor trace T µµ = 0 vanishes, rather than being deter-
mined by the operator Oφ as it is on an operator flow. The relation between this vanishing
and the divergent behavior of (105) is not clear to us.
14For the special case of ∆ = 2, we have h ∼ r for a Coulomb background, which is also divergent.
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6 The vector/scalar sector
This section is devoted to studying the spectrum of SO(3)-invariant scalar fluctuations
around the GPPZ flow [15] with σ = 0 in the background. As discussed in section 3, the
eight real scalars, denoted m, σ and t(ij) in the Iwasawa/solvable parameterization, describe
the quaternionic coset G2(2)/SO(4).
The active scalar m and its “imaginary partner” t(10) sit in the active hypermultiplet. They
are dual to the F -component of the anomaly multiplet A = Tr (Φi)2 in the N = 1 superfield
description of the mass-deformed field theory, namely the operator Tr (1
2
ψiψi + zi Fi) of
dimension ∆ = 3. The bulk fields m and t10 mix with the (trace of the) graviton and the
(longitudinal component of the) graviphoton, respectively.15 The scalar σ and its imaginary
partner t(32) reside in the dilaton hypermultiplet, and are dual to the ∆ = 3 gaugino bilinear
operator in the lowest component of the Lagrangian multiplet S = Tr (WαW α) + . . .
The remaining four scalar singlets mix in pairs, t(11)/t(31) and t(21)/t(01), but do not mix
with other fields. We will exploit SUSY to diagonalize these fields, and we find that each
pair contributes a real scalar dual to a ∆ = 2 operator in the active hypermultiplet, and
a real scalar dual to a ∆ = 4 operator in the dilaton multiplet. The two ∆ = 4 fields are
the 5D axion/dilaton τ , whose kinetic term is non-canonical and whose AdS mass is only
asymptotically vanishing near the boundary. Note that there is no physical “massless” scalar
field whose spectrum of fluctuations would coincide with that of the transverse components
of the traceless graviton and graviphoton.
We will first consider the scalars that do not mix with the graviton and the graviphoton.
For our purposes we need the quadratic scalar Lagrangian and the linearized SUSY trans-
formation rules. Two of the scalars, σ and t(32), have diagonal, canonical kinetic terms; the
equation for σ has already been solved in [42] and t(32) is handled here analogously. In order to
diagonalize the equations governing the fluctuations of t(11)/t(31) and t(21)/t(01), we rely on an
ansatz suggested by the preserved supersymmetry. We then resolve the vector/pseudoscalar
mixing by performing a field redefinition that brings the relevant Lagrangian into Stu¨ckelberg
form. The graviton/active scalar mixing has been discussed at length in section 5.
6.1 Free scalar equations of motion
The quadratic Lagrangian for the scalar fields mixing only among themselves can be com-
pactly written in the form
1√
g
L = 1
2
GIJ(m)∂φ˜
I∂φ˜J − 1
2
M2IJ(m)φ˜
I φ˜J , (106)
15As we will see momentarily, it would be more appropriate to say that the “modulus” χ of the complex
active scalar mixes with the graviton and its “phase” β mixes with the graviphoton.
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where as always φ˜I denote the fluctuations around the classical solution. The symmetric
tensors GIJ and M
2
IJ are functions of r though their dependence on the active scalar m.
Looking for solutions of the form,
φ˜I(r, x) = φ˜I(r, p)e−ip·x , (107)
we obtain in the RG flow background the fluctuation equations
∂2r φ˜
I + 4A′∂rφ˜I + T IrJ∂rφ˜
J + e−2Ap2φ˜I − ZIJ φ˜J = 0 , (108)
where T IrJ ≡ GIK∂rGJK and ZIJ ≡ GIKM2JK .
As is the case with other fluctuation equations in this background, it is convenient to switch
to the radial variable u (20). One finds
u(1−u)∂2uφ˜K+
[
(2− u)δKJ + u
1− uT
K
uJ
]
∂uφ˜
J+
[
p2L2
4
δKJ − L
2
4
u
1− uZ
K
J
]
φ˜J = 0 . (109)
We now apply equation (109) to each of the scalar sectors.
The fields σ and t(32) appear diagonally in the quadratic Lagrangian.
16 They have canonical
metric Gσσ = G(32)(32) = 1 and the same mass term,
M2σσ = M
2
(32)(32) =
3
L2
[
1− 2 cosh
(
2m√
3
)]
=
3
L2
(
3u− 4
u
)
, (110)
and thus have an identical fluctuation equation,
u(1− u)σ′′ + (2− u)σ′ +
(
p2L2
4
− 3(3u− 4)
4(1− u)
)
σ = 0 . (111)
which was solved in [42], giving
{σ, t(32)} = (1− u)3/2 F
(
3
2
+
1
2
√
9 + p2L2,
3
2
− 1
2
√
9 + p2L2; 2; u
)
. (112)
This function has poles where 3 ± √9 + p2L2 = −2n, n integer. The spectrum of poles is
p2L2 = 4n(n + 3), as in equation (3), including a massless state.
The scalars t(11), t(31), t(21) and t(01) form two 2× 2 independent sectors with diagonal non-
canonical metric and non-diagonal mass matrices, as given in equations (36), (39). For
compactness of notation we often put µ = 2m/
√
3 in the following.
16For GPPZ flows with σ 6= 0 the situation is slightly more involved. σ has to be treated at the full
non-linear level since it mixes with the graviton. t(32) or better the phase of the a priori complex σ mixes
with the graviphoton.
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In the t(11)/t(31) sector, it is convenient to put φ˜
1
+ ≡ t(11) and φ˜2+ ≡ t(31); similarly, in the
t(21)/t(01) sector, we define φ˜
1
− ≡ t(21) and φ˜2− ≡ t(01). One then finds the functions
G11 = e
±µ M211 =
1
4
(−10 + 11e±µ − 6e±2µ + e±3µ)
G22 = e
∓3µ M222 =
1
4
(−3e∓µ − 12e∓2µ + 3e∓3µ)
G12 = 0 M
2
12 =
√
3
4
(1− 6e∓µ + e∓2µ) . (113)
It is remarkable that these two sectors are simply related by a change of sign of µ. Thus,
performing the analysis in one of the two sectors, say t(11)/t(31), suffices for both. The
equations of motion are then of the form
φ˜I ′′ + (4A′ + aI)φ˜I ′ + e−2Ap2φ˜I − bI φ˜I − cI φ˜I¯ = 0 (114)
where aI ≡ d log(GII)/dr, bI ≡ (GII)−1MII and cI ≡ (GII)−1MII¯ with I¯ = I + 1(mod 2).
One can easily get an uncoupled fourth-order equation for one of the scalars by eliminating
its partner. However, exploiting the linearized SUSY preserved by the kink solution, we can
deduce an ansatz for the scalar fluctuations that turns out to reduce the problem to standard
second-order ordinary differential equation.
Consider the SUSY transformations involving t(11) and t(31) in (51), (52). Their form strongly
suggests that it is the separate linear combinations, whose transforms involve ξ1,2 and ξ3,4
respectively, which satisfy uncoupled scalar equations. A similar observation can be made
for t(21) and t(01). This leads us to define
φ˜1± ≡ e∓µ/2(ρ± −
√
3τ±) ,
φ˜2± ≡ e±3µ/2(
√
3ρ± + τ±) . (115)
Indeed we will find that ρ and τ decouple and satisfy second order equations whose mass
terms (mL)2 approach −4 and 0, respectively, as r →∞. Thus ρ, τ are dual to operators of
dimension ∆ = 2, 4 respectively.
To verify decoupling we substitute the combinations (115) into the fluctuation equations
(114) and assume that the resulting equations are satisfied independently by ρ and τ . One
then finds two second order equations for each of the four modes ρ±, τ± with complicated and
apparently different effective mass terms. Miraculously, when the background flow equations
(12), (15) and the GPPZ superpotential (18) are used, the two equations are seen to be
equivalent, which proves the consistency of the assumed decoupling. A further simplification
is that the equations for the ± modes are even in µ and thus identical! For ρ = ρ+ = ρ− the
final fluctuation equation takes the relatively simple form,
ρ′′ + 4A′ρ′ +
(
e−2Ap2 +
1
4L2
[
9 + 10 cosh(µ)− 3 cosh(µ)2
])
ρ = 0 . (116)
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In the variable u this becomes
u(1− u)ρ′′ + (2− u)ρ′ +
(
p2L2
4
− u
2 − 8u+ 3
4u(1− u)
)
ρ = 0 , (117)
which has the solution
ρ = u1/2(1− u)F
(
3
2
+
1
2
√
1 + p2L2,
3
2
− 1
2
√
1 + p2L2; 3; u
)
, (118)
The spectrum of poles is at 3 ± √1 + p2L2 = −2n, giving (pL)2 = 4(n + 1)(n + 2), as
appropriate for the multiplet A, see equation (2).
The active scalar m˜, reviewed in section 5, and its partner t(10), which we examine in the next
subsection, share this spectrum of poles with ρ+ and ρ−, leading to a fourfold degeneracy.
This is exactly what one expects on SUSY grounds, as m and t(10) are dual to the top
component FA of the anomaly multiplet A, with ∆ = 3, while ρ± are dual to the lowest
component φA with ∆ = 2. The mixing of m˜ and t(10) with hµµ and ∂
µBµ is dual to the
fact that FA contains T µµ and ∂
µRµ, while the fact that ρ± do not mix with the gravity
multiplet is appropriate since φA does not correspond to any mode of the stress tensor or
R-current. The fermionic components of this multiplet, ξ1 and ξ2, will be shown to have the
same spectrum in section 7.
For the fields τ = τ+ = τ− one obtains equations equivalent to
τ ′′ + 4A′τ ′ +
(
e−2Ap2 − 1
4L2
[
15− 18 cosh(µ) + 3 cosh(µ)2
])
τ = 0 , (119)
which, thanks to the symmetry between the two (+ and −) sectors, is even in µ. In the
u-variable one gets
u(1− u)τ ′′ + (2− u)τ ′ +
(
p2L2
4
+
3(3u− 1)
4u
)
τ = 0 , (120)
which is solved by
τ = u1/2(1− u)2F
(
5
2
+
1
2
√
9 + p2L2,
5
2
− 1
2
√
9 + p2L2; 3; u
)
. (121)
The spectrum of poles is (pL)2 = 4(n+1)(n+4), identical to that of the scalar fields t(32) and
σ except for the absence of the zero-mass pole. Indeed the four scalars in question are dual
to the two complex scalar components of the chiral multiplet S = Tr (W 2) + . . .. The scalar
fields σ and t(32) are dual to the lowest component φS with ∆ = 3, while the fluctuations τ±
have asymptotic mass m2L2 = 0 and are dual to the top component FS with ∆ = 4.
The fact that the massive poles are fourfold degenerate while the massless pole is only doubly
degenerate is explained by the following supersymmetry argument. The two-point function
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of a gauge-invariant chiral superfield in coordinate superspace (x, θ, θ¯) is fixed by N = 1
supersymmetry to be of the form
〈S(x1, θ1, θ¯1)S†(x2, θ2, θ¯2)〉 = ei(θ1σθ¯1+θ2σθ¯2−2θ1σθ¯2)·∂1∆(x12) , (122)
where ∆(x12) is an a priori arbitrary scalar function of the relative position x
µ
12 = x
µ
1 − xµ2 .
After Fourier transforming and expanding in powers of θ one easily obtains the “SUSY Ward
identity”
〈FS(p)F †S(−p)〉 = p2〈φS(p)φ†S(−p)〉 . (123)
We thus see that any potential simple pole at p2 = 0 for the lowest component φS is cancelled
by the factor of p2 for the top component FS .17 As we will see in section 7, the multiplet is
completed by the addition of the fermionic partners ξ3, ξ4, which decouple from the gravitino
and present the expected spectrum, including the massless pole for one of the two chiralities.
6.2 Resolving the vector/scalar mixing
Let us now discuss the mixing of the Goldstone field t(10) with the graviphoton field Bµ.
The key observation here is that the four scalar fields {m, t(10), σ, t(32)} parameterize an
SL(2)/U(1) × SL(2)/U(1) submanifold of G2(+2)/SO(4) [52, 53] and the U(1)R generator
defined in (41) is a linear combination of the compact U(1) isometries of the two SL(2)/U(1)
factors. Since we are studying a flow with σ(r) = 0, there are no bilinear mixing terms from
the second SL(2)/U(1) factor, and we can restrict attention to the first factor only. We can
derive all the information we need from a standard Lagrangian for the gauged SL(2)/U(1)
σ-model,
1√
g
Lgauged = −3
4
F 2 +
3
8
[
∂χ2 + sinh2(χ)(∂β − gB)2
]
, (124)
in which β is the angular variable of the compact U(1) isometry.
We first demonstrate the equivalence of (124) to the form given in section 3. The change of
coordinates
cosh(χ) =
X2 + Y 2 + 1
2Y
, tan(β) =
2X
1−X2 − Y 2 , (125)
takes us to the Poincare´ plane form
1√
g
Lgauged = −3
4
F 2 +
3
8Y 2
[
(∂Y − gBXY )2 + [∂X + g
2
B(1− Y 2 −X2)]2
]
. (126)
The further transformation
Y = e
2m√
3 X =
2√
3
t(10) (127)
17Notice that FS is auxiliary/non-propagating, i.e. has δ-function propagator in coordinate space, only for
a free chiral superfield.
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gives a kinetic Lagrangian which agrees to quadratic order with (36), (42), (43) of section 3
(when σ = 0), but is a fully nonlinear extension thereof.
The U(1) is a subgroup of the gauged SO(6) invariance of the N = 8 supergravity theory,
so the scalar potential is U(1) invariant and thus independent of the field β. We can there-
fore use the χ, β form of the Lagrangian (124) for our present purpose of determining the
vector/scalar fluctuations, and we can replace χ by its background value χ = µ ≡ 2m/√3.
This gives
sinh2(χ) =
1
2
[
cosh
(
4m(r)√
3
)
− 1
]
= −8A
′′(r)
g2
. (128)
The Lagrangian (124) to quadratic order in fluctuations of Bµ and β then becomes
1√
g
L = −3
4
F 2 +
3
2g2
m2B (∂β − gB)2 , (129)
where m2B = −2A′′(r) is the graviphoton mass obtained in section 3 and we have kept
the unconventional normalization factor of 3 that emerged from the truncation of N = 8
supergravity in that section. We have thus reduced the system to a standard Stu¨ckelberg
Lagrangian, a fact which will help immensely as we now turn to the solution of its equations
of motion,
DµF
µν −m2B/g(∂νβ − gBν) = 0 , (130)
1√
g
∂µ(
√
ggµνm2B(∂νβ − gBν)) = 0 . (131)
The contracted Bianchi identity for (130), i.e. current conservation,
DµDνF
µν = 0 = DµJ
µ , (132)
implies the scalar equation (131).
The equations are gauge invariant and we discuss their solution in two gauges. The fastest
route to a solution employs the gauge β(x, r) = 0 which is the analogue of the AFT gauge
of section 5. This is equivalent to the Stu¨ckelberg approach, where one works in terms of a
gauge invariant vector field,
Bµ = Bµ − 1
g
∂µβ . (133)
The transverse components, which were treated in section 4, decouple from the remaining
longitudinal and radial components, and the latter are related by the current conservation
condition
Dµ(m
2
BBµ) = 0 (134)
or, more explicitly,
ηij∂iBj = 1
e2Am2B
∂r(e
4Am2BBr) . (135)
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We use this to write radial component of the vector equation of motion as
Br − ∂r
(
1
e2Am2B
∂r(e
4Am2BBr)
)
+ e2Am2BBr = 0 . (136)
One may then show that the redefined field C(u, p) ≡ e4A(r)m2BBr(r, p) satisfies
u(1− u)C ′′ + (1− 2u)C ′ +
(
p2L2
4
− 1
u
)
C = 0 , (137)
with the hypergeometric solution, C(u, p) = uF3(u, p) in the notation of (90). This has the
same spectrum of poles as its partner, hAFT or s, in the anomaly multiplet.
We now briefly discuss the axial gauge Br(r, x) = 0 which has residual gauge transformations
generated by a gauge parameter α(x) which is independent of r but otherwise arbitrary. In
this gauge the radial component of the vector equations of motion implies
∂r(∂iB
i) =
1
g
e2Am2B ∂rβ . (138)
In analogy with section 5, one can use this to obtain the uncoupled third order scalar equation
∂r
(
1
m2Be
2A
∂r(e
4Am2B∂rβ)
)
= −p2∂rβ +m2Be2A∂rβ . (139)
This can be viewed as a second order equation for ∂rβ, and one can use (138) and (135) to
express its solution in terms of C(u, p).
Including the second SL(2)/U(1) factor is an easy task. To the Lagrangian (126) one simply
has to add
1√
g
∆Lgauged = 1
8U2
[
(∂U + 3gBUV )2 + [∂V − 3g
2
B(1− U2 − V 2)]2
]
, (140)
where
U = e−2σ , V = 2t(32) . (141)
As remarked in section 3, m2B = −2A′′ continues to hold even when σ 6= 0. The different
normalization of the U(1)R charge in the {σ, t(32)} sector is as required by the generator in
(41).
7 The fermion sector
We now consider the fermion sector in the GPPZ flow. In analogy to the coupling of the
graviton trace and longitudinal graviphoton with the active scalar’s modulus and phase,
respectively, we will find that the γ-trace of the gravitino couples to the fermi fields from
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the active hypermultiplet. The spinors from the dilaton hypermultiplet are uncoupled and
display the expected spectrum.
Setting σ = 0, the fermion Lagrangian is
e−1L = − i
2
(
ψ¯1µγ
µνρDνψ
2
ρ − ψ¯2µγµνρDνψ1ρ
)
− ig
4
W
(
ψ¯1µγ
µνψ1ν + ψ¯
2
µγ
µνψ2ν
)
+
− i
2
(
ξ¯1γµDµξ
2 − ξ¯2γµDµξ1 + ξ¯3γµDµξ4 − ξ¯4γµDµξ3
)
+ (142)
− i
2
M(r)
(
ξ¯1ξ1 + ξ¯2ξ2 − 3ξ¯3ξ3 − 3ξ¯4ξ4
)
+
m′(r)√
2
(
ψ¯1µγ
rγµξ1 + ψ¯2µγ
rγµξ2
)
−
√
3g
4
√
2
sinh
(
2m√
3
)(
ξ¯2γµψ1µ − ξ¯1γµψ2µ
)
,
where
M(r) ≡ −3
2
A′ − m
′′
m′
=
g
8
[
cosh
(
2m√
3
)
− 3
]
. (143)
The δχabc = 0 condition for unbroken supersymmetry also requires
m′(r) = −
√
3g
4
sinh
(
2m√
3
)
, (144)
which leads to the appearance of chirality projectors in the equations of motion. Defining
the complex spinors
ψµ ≡ ψ1µ + iψ2µ , ξ ≡ ξ1 + iξ2 , η ≡ ξ3 + iξ4 , (145)
one obtains the field equations
iγµνρDνψρ =
g
2
Wγµνψν +
m′√
2
(1 + iγr) γµξ , (146)
iγµDµξ = M(r)ξ − m
′
√
2
γµ (1− iγr)ψµ , (147)
iγµDµη = −3M(r)η , (148)
where here Di = ∂i − 12A′γiγr and D5 = ∂5; Christoffel connections cancel in (146) due to
antisymmetry.
7.1 The uncoupled spinor
We begin by considering equation (148) for the uncoupled spinor field η. These techniques
will generalize to the coupled ψµ/ξ system. The η field sits in the inert hypermultiplet with
the scalars σ and the “dilaton” τ , and so should have the same spectrum.
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Define the “chirality” projectors
P± ≡ 1
2
(1± iγr) , (149)
which obey
P±γr = γrP± , P±γi = γiP∓ , P±Dµ = DµP± . (150)
The chiral projections of equation (148) are then
i 6∂η+ − 2A′η− + iγr∂rη− + 3M(r)η− = 0 , (151)
i 6∂η− + 2A′η+ + iγr∂rη+ + 3M(r)η+ = 0 , (152)
where 6 ∂ ≡ γi∂i. Our strategy is to eliminate one of the projections of η and solve for the
other. Writing η(x, r) = eipxη(p, r), we can solve for η− using (152),
η− =
1
6p (∂r + 2A
′ + 3M) η+ . (153)
We then substitute (153) into (151). The identity ∂r(1/6 p) = A′/ 6 p is needed. Finally we
multiply by an overall 6p and use 6p 6p = gijpipj to obtain(
−e−2Ap2 − ∂2r − 5A′∂r − 6A′2 − 2A′′ + 9M2 − 3MA′ − 3M ′
)
η+ = 0 , (154)
where as usual p2 = ηijpipj . Thus we find the same ordinary differential equation for each
spinor component.
We solve (154) in the u-variable defined in (20). One may use the flow equations (12), (15)
to show that MA′ +M ′ = −1
2
A′2. One then finds
η′′+(u) +
1
1− u
(
5u
2
− 1
)
η′+(u) +
p2L2
4
1
u(1− u)η+(u)− (155)
1
u2(1− u)
(
1− 9
8
1
1− u +
9
16
(1− 2u)2
1− u
)
η+(u) = 0 .
This equation has the solution
η+ = u
1/4(1− u)9/4 F
(
5
2
+
1
2
√
9 + p2L2,
5
2
− 1
2
√
9 + p2L2; 3; u
)
η
(0)
+ (p) , (156)
where η
(0)
+ (p) is an r-independent spinor. One may read off the spectrum: poles occur when
5 − √9 + p2L2 = −2n, n integer, i.e. when p2L2 = 4(n + 1)(n + 4). This is indeed the
same spectrum as the σ scalar, as calculated in [42] and reviewed in section 6, except for the
absence of the massless pole..
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The η− projection is then determined by (153), or alternately by deriving an equation anal-
ogous to (154) for η−, by reversing the roles of η+ and η− throughout. We find the solution
η− = u−1/4(1− u)7/4 F
(
3
2
+
1
2
√
9 + p2L2,
3
2
− 1
2
√
9 + p2L2; 2; u
)
η
(0)
− (p) , (157)
where only one of η
(0)
± (p) can be specified independently. The spectrum here is identical
except the massless pole is present in this chirality: p2L2 = 4n(n+ 3).
The leading behavior on the boundary (u→ 1) is
η+ ∼ (1− u)1/4 , η− ∼ (1− u)3/4 . (158)
Thus η+ dominates on the boundary. It displays the correct scaling for a field dual to the
∆ = 7/2 spinor operator in the anomaly multiplet A, consistent with its limiting mass on
the boundary, −3M(r)→ −3/2L.
7.2 Coupled gravitino system
We now discuss a solution to the coupled system of the gravitino ψµ and the spin-1/2 field
ξ, equations (146) and (147). Components of the γ-trace of ψµ mix explicitly with ξ. This
is analogous to the mixing of the graviton trace and the active scalar modulus, and that of
the longitudinal graviphoton with the active scalar phase.
The first issue is gauge fixing. Since the chiral projectors appear in equations (146) and
(147), it is useful to separate the supersymmetry variations into the separate chiralities:
δψi− = Diǫ− + i2A
′γiǫ+ , δψi+ = Diǫ+ + i2A
′γiǫ− , (159)
δψ5− =
(
D5 +
i
2
A′γr
)
ǫ− , δψ5+ =
(
D5 +
i
2
A′γr
)
ǫ+ , (160)
δξ− = i
√
2m′ǫ− , δξ+ = 0 . (161)
We observe that the gauge choice ξ = 0, the analogue of the AFT gauge of section 5, is not
possible here since the projection ξ+ is gauge invariant. Nor can we decouple the gravitino
from (147), since both δγiψi− and δψ5− depend only on ǫ−. Instead, it proves useful to use
the gauge freedom to eliminate the 4D trace of the gravitino,
γiψi = 0 . (162)
which is akin to the dynamical scalar gauge h = 0 in the graviton sector. Any residual gauge
transformation in this gauge must satisfy
δ(γiψi) =
(
6D4 + 4 i2A′
)
ǫ = 0 , (163)
which is equivalent to
6∂ǫ− = 0 , 6∂ǫ+ = −4iA′ǫ− . (164)
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Thus there are no residual gauge transformations with arbitrary dependence on xi.
Implementing the gauge condition (162), we proceed as in the analysis of η to decompose
(147) into chiralities
i 6∂ξ− + 2A′ξ+ + iγr∂rξ+ −Mξ+ = 0 , (165)
i 6∂ξ+ − 2A′ξ− + iγr∂rξ− −Mξ− = −
√
2im′ψ5− , (166)
and solve for ξ− using equation (165) to obtain
ξ− =
1
6p (∂r + 2A
′ −M) ξ+ . (167)
Substituting into equation (166), we find(
−e−2Ap2 − ∂2r − 5A′∂r − 6A′2 − 2A′′ +M2 +MA′ +M ′
)
ξ+ = −
√
2im′6pψ5− . (168)
Thus we can solve for ξ+ (and implicitly ξ−) if we can eliminate ψ5− from this expression.
The gravitino equation (146) allows us to do this. In performing the analysis, we must take
care not to impose the gauge condition (162) until after all covariant derivatives have acted,
so as not to throw out nonzero terms coming from connections. We then find
√
2m′P+γµξ = iA′δ
µ
j (γ
jψ5 + γrψ
j)− iγµ∂jψj + iγµ 6D5γrψ5 (169)
−iDµγrψ5 + 32A′γµγrψ5 + iγµD5ψ5 + i 6D5ψµ − 32A′ψµ .
Setting µ = 5, we find after a number of cancellations,
− iγr∂jψj =
√
2m′P+γrξ , (170)
leading to the chiral equations
∂jψj− = 0 , ∂jψj+ =
√
2im′ξ+ . (171)
Furthermore, computing the γ-trace of the µ = i component of (169) leads to:
− 2i∂jψj + 3i 6D4γrψ5 + 6A′γrψ5 = 4
√
2m′ξ− . (172)
Taking the P+ projection and using equations (171), we find
6∂ψ5− = 2
√
2
3
m′ξ+ . (173)
The P− projection determines ψ5+ entirely in terms of ξ, as well.
Using the relation (173), we may now eliminate ψ5− from (168) and reach our goal, an
uncoupled ordinary differential equation for ξ+. We find(
−e−2Ap2 − ∂2r − 5A′∂r − 6A′2 − 2A′′ +M2 +MA′ +M ′ +
4
3
m′2
)
ξ+ = 0 . (174)
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In the u-coordinate, this becomes
ξ′′+(u) +
1
1− u
(
5u
2
− 1
)
ξ′+(u) +
p2L2
4
1
u(1− u)ξ+(u)− (175)
1
u2(1− u)
(
2− 13
8
1
1− u +
1
16
(1− 2u)2
1− u
)
ξ+(u) = 0 ,
which has the solution
ξ+(u) = u
1/4(1− u)5/4 F
(
3
2
+
1
2
√
1 + p2L2,
3
2
− 1
2
√
1 + p2L2; 3; u
)
ξ
(0)
+ (p) . (176)
The spectrum here is p2L2 = 4(n + 1)(n + 2), which agrees with other components of the
anomaly multiplet.
We may compute ξ− from equation (167). We obtain
ξ−(u) = u−1/4(1− u)7/4
[
12 F
(
3
2
+
1
2
√
1 + p2L2,
3
2
− 1
2
√
1 + p2L2; 3; u
)
+ (177)
u(8− p2L2) F
(
5
2
+
1
2
√
1 + p2L2,
5
2
− 1
2
√
1 + p2L2; 4; u
)]
ξ
(0)
− (p) .
The fields ψ5 and ∂
jψj are then obtained algebraically from the ξ solutions. Combined with
the gauge choice (162), the only components of ψµ not determined by ξ are the transverse,
γ-traceless modes that we analyzed in section 4.
The behavior of the solutions near the boundary is
ξ− ∼ (1− u)3/4 , ξ+ ∼ (1− u)5/4 log(1− u) . (178)
In this case the negative-chirality component dominates. It has the correct behavior for a
field dual to a ∆ = 5/2 operator, as implied by its limiting mass M(r)→ 1/2L.
7.3 Bianchi Identity
As in the graviton and gauge field systems, the presence of a local symmetry implies a
Bianchi-like identity. The supersymmetry variation of the fermionic action must vanish:
δǫS =
∫
d5x
(
δψ¯µ
∂L
∂ψ¯µ
+ δξ¯
∂L
∂ξ¯
)
= 0 . (179)
However, ∂L
∂ψ¯µ
= ∂L
∂ξ¯
= 0 are the equations of motion; a certain linear combination of these
equations is thus trivial owing to the gauge symmetry of the system.
Integrating by parts, we find that
δǫS = −
∫
d5xǫ¯
(
(Dµ +
i
2
A′γµ) ∂L∂ψ¯µ +
√
2im′P+ ∂L∂ξ¯
)
. (180)
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Let us act on the gravitino equation (146) with the operator Dµ+
i
2
A′γµ, without specializing
to any particular gauge. Note that one must be careful acting on the RHS of (146) with Dµ.
There are two terms that combine to form a projector, m
′√
2
γµξ and im
′√
2
γrγµξ. The first term
comes from the Lorentz scalar Aabcd, but the second comes from P5 abcdγ
5. Before acting on
the second term with the covariant derivative, we must restore it to covariant form
i
m′√
2
γrγµξ → i(∂νm)√
2
γνγµξ . (181)
The covariant derivative acting on ∂im creates additional, nonvanishing terms proportional
to m′.
One then obtains
(Dµ +
i
2
A′γµ) ∂L∂ψ¯µ = −i
√
2m′P+
[
iγµDµξ +
(
3
2
A′ + m
′′
m′
)
ξ + m
′√
2
(1 + iγr)γiψi
]
. (182)
Using equation (143), we see this is precisely −√2im′P+ ∂L∂ξ¯ . Thus the Bianchi identity is
satisfied; we may consider one chirality of the ξ equation as a consequence of the gravitino
equation of motion.
8 Coulomb branch fluctuations
We turn now to an examination of the n = 2 Coulomb branch flow, as reviewed in section
2.2, an example of the class of flow backgrounds that modify the field theory vacuum. As
discussed in section 5, the coupling of the graviton trace and active scalar is universal for all
RG flow backgrounds. Here we will examine the coupled gravitino/spin-1/2 sectors, as well
as gauge fields corresponding to unbroken R-symmetries. We will find that the fermions also
have the same equations of motion as in the GPPZ case, which is presumably a consequence
of N = 1 SUSY. The graviphoton, however, behaves differently: it remains massless, as
the dual R-current is unbroken. Instead, its kinetic terms are modified by the active scalar.
We will demonstrate through field redefinition that the modified kinetic terms are exactly
equivalent to the mass that arose in the GPPZ case.
The differences in the graviphoton sector can be traced to the fact that the active scalar ϕ is
real and sits in an N = 2 vector multiplet. Unlike the operator flow case, there is no phase to
play the role of a Goldstone boson — indeed, there is no other scalar at all in the multiplet
— and consequently the graviphoton is left unhiggsed. Though the R-current is preserved,
conformal symmetry is (spontaneously) broken; it is known [46] that in such a case the field
theory anomaly multiplet is a linear multiplet rather than a chiral multiplet. Hence in this
case the bulk (active) vector multiplet is dual to the operators of a linear multiplet.
The 2-point function for the TT graviton (identical to the dilaton in this case) was first
considered in [10], where it was found to have a continuous spectrum with a mass gap
m2gap = ℓ
2/L4. The inert scalar σ [42], as well as the h/ϕ˜ system [42, 43] which was finally
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solved in section 5.2, share the continuum and gap. All the fluctuations we will solve for in
this section have the same features.
8.1 Truncation to N=4 supergravity
The equations of motion can be obtained as usual from the parent N = 8 theory — an easier
process than for the GPPZ flow, since the active scalar sits in the simpler SL(6, R)/SO(6)
submanifold of the E6(6)/USp(8) scalar coset. However, because the large unbroken super-
symmetry fully determines the equations of the fields we are interested in, it is even easier to
obtain them through a truncation to the 5D N = 4 gauged supergravity theory considered
by Romans [67].
In the N = 4 theory, the gravity multiplet is the sum of N = 2 gravity, gravitino and vector
multiplets, and contains a graviton, two pairs of symplectic Majorana gravitini, a single real
scalar, and gauge fields for the SU(2)× U(1) R-symmetry, as well as 2-forms and two pairs
of spin-1/2 fields. The preserved R-symmetry of the background is SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×
U(1)R ⊂ SU(4), and we are free to choose an N = 4 subalgebra of the full N = 8 that has
SU(2)R × U(1)R as its R-symmetry. The real scalar in the N = 4 multiplet must be an
R-singlet; however, in this embedding the active scalar is the unique real scalar with these
quantum numbers. Hence the active scalar sits in our N = 4 gravity multiplet, and we
can use the Lagrangian of [67] to read off the couplings of any fields that also fall in this
multiplet.
In this N = 4 subalgebra, the SU(2)L vectors sit in vector multiplets and the remaining
gravitini in gravitino multiplets. We equally well could have chosen the SU(2)L × U(1)R
gauge fields and the other four gravitini to sit in our N = 4 gravity multiplet; all eight
gravitini are equivalent in this background, as are SU(2)L and SU(2)R. Fields such as the
broken vectors, however, cannot be placed in a massless N = 4 gravity multiplet and would
have to be examined by truncating the N = 8 theory directly. We shall not do so here.
To avoid confusion, note that this 5DN = 4 SUSY does not contain the same 16 supercharges
that are preserved in the background. The background preserves 4D N = 4, which is half
the supercharges of our N = 4 multiplet, as well as half of the remaining 16 generators of
N = 8. The 5D N = 4 multiplet is just a useful tool for deriving the equations of motion.
We have the following identifications between Romans’ and our notation:
φ←→ ϕ , ξ ←→ v1/3 , g1 ←→ g , g2 ←→
√
2g , (183)
(Γ45)ab ←→ δab , Tab ←→ −g
6
Wδab , Aab ←→ g
2
√
2
∂W
∂ϕ
δab .
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8.2 Fermion sector
We may now derive the equations of motion for the eight gravitini and the eight spin-1/2
fields χ they couple to. We combine the fields into four sets of complex spinors as before
(145), and find equations for each system that are identical to those of the GPPZ flow:
iγµνρDνψρ =
g
2
Wγµνψν +
ϕ′√
2
(1 + iγr) γµχ , (184)
iγµDµχ = M(r)χ− ϕ
′
√
2
γµ (1− iγr)ψµ , (185)
where again
M(r) ≡ −3
2
A′ − ϕ
′′
ϕ′
. (186)
This universality is presumably a consequence of the N = 1 supersymmetry preserved in
the background, despite the fact that the 5D multiplets are different in the two cases. We
conjecture that this is generally true; it would be interesting to check whether backgrounds
with multiple scalars add new features beyond the obvious generalization.
We have already developed the techniques to solve (184), (185) in section 7. We find the
uncoupled equation
(
−e−2Ap2 − ∂2r − 5A′∂r − 6A′2 − 2A′′ +M2 +MA′ +M ′ +
4
3
ϕ′2
)
χ+ = 0 , (187)
which has the solution
χ+ = v
a−1/6(1− v)7/4F (1 + a, 2 + a; 2 + 2a; v)χ(0)+ (p) , (188)
where a was defined below (95). One can see that this solution will have the requisite
continuous spectrum and mass gap. The corresponding solution for χ− is
χ− =
1
3
va−1/6(1− v)5/4 [(6a(1− v) + 2(2− 5v))F (1 + a, 2 + a; 2 + 2a; v) + (189)
3(a+ 2)v(1− v)F (2 + a, 3 + a; 3 + 2a; v)]χ(0)− (p) .
The behavior of the solutions near the boundary is
χ+ ∼ (1− v)3/4 , χ− ∼ (1− v)5/4 log(1− v) . (190)
In this case χ+ dominates on the boundary, and it scales properly for a field dual to a
∆ = 5/2 operator, consistent with its mass M(r)→ 1/2L.
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8.3 Vector fields
The quadratic action for the SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)R gauge fields in the Coulomb back-
ground is
e−1L = −1
4
v2/3(F IµνF
µνI)− 1
4
v−4/3fµνfµν , (191)
where v ≡ e
√
6ϕ, the F Iµν , I = 1 . . . 6 and fµν are field strengths for SO(4)
∼= SU(2)L×SU(2)R
and SO(2) ∼= U(1)R, respectively. We have additionally confirmed that the Lagrangian (191)
can be obtained from the N = 8 theory directly. We find an equation for the transverse
components Bk, (
e−2A −∂2r − 2A′∂r − bϕ′∂r
)
Bk = 0 , (192)
where b = 4/
√
6 for the SO(4) fields and b = −8/√6 for the SO(2). We have used the
preserved gauge symmetries to choose B5 = 0, and the field equations then require ∂
iBi = 0.
The equation (192) resembles that for the graviphoton of the GPPZ flow, but with the term
−bϕ′∂r substituting for the mass m2 = −2A′′. Let us remove this former term through a
field redefinition Bk ≡ exp(−bϕ/2)Bˆk. We find(
e−2A −∂2r − 2A′∂r +m2B
)
Bˆk = 0 , (193)
where
m2B ≡
nϕ′′
2
+ bA′ϕ′ +
b2ϕ′2
4
, (194)
=
b
2L2
∂W
∂ϕ
(
∂2W
∂ϕ2
− 4
3
W
)
+
b2
4L2
(
∂W
∂ϕ
)2
. (195)
For a generic choice of W , this need not simplify further. However, one may verify from
equation (22) that in our case
∂2W
∂ϕ2
− 4
3
W =
√
6
3
∂W
∂ϕ
. (196)
One may then show that precisely for b = 4/
√
6,−8/√6 and only for these values,
m2B = −2A′′ . (197)
The equation for these rescaled vectors is thus identical to that for the transverse components
of the broken graviphoton in the GPPZ flow, and the same arguments from section 4 imply
that their solution is determined by the TT graviton solution, and can again be written in
terms of an auxiliary massless scalar f .
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8.4 Discussion
It would be interesting to understand the generality of the results we have found coupling
the gravity multiplet to the multiplet of the active scalar. The mixing of hµµ and ϕ˜ [42]
will be the same for any action of the form (4). It is natural to suspect that the form of
the gravitino/spin-1/2 system, which was identical in both backgrounds we considered, is a
universal consequence of preserving at least four supercharges.
On the other hand, the graviphoton Bµ displays two distinct behaviors in the two examples
considered, being Higgsed in the GPPZ case while remaining massless on the Coulomb
branch, although the equations of motion turn out to be ultimately equivalent. We are thus
led to surmise that for a general supersymmetry RG background, an active hypermultiplet
corresponds to a broken U(1)R, while an active vector (or tensor) multiplet appears when
U(1)R is preserved. As with the breaking of conformal invariance, the coupling of the bulk
fields is not sensitive to whether the breaking is spontaneous or explicit.
Additional support for this hypothesis comes from another supersymmetric one-scalar flow
that has appeared in the literature, that of σ alone [15]. As we have seen this field is in a
hyper, but unlike the m case, the supersymmetric flow leads to a vev background, which
preserves an SU(3) ⊂ SU(4) but breaks U(1)R. The fact that m and σ lead to different
kinds of SUSY backgrounds, the former an operator deformation and the latter a shifted
vacuum, is virtually invisible in the action and equations of motion, which treats the fields
symmetrically save for factors of 3; see section 3. The two flows share broken U(1)R, and
this breaking is accomplished in identical fashion in the two cases through the coupling to
the active hypermultiplet. Note that it has been suggested the σ-only flow is unphysical [48],
but this presumably does not affect the interplay between the multiplet structure and the
symmetries.
One is then led to suspect that the graviphoton always develops a mass m2 = −2A′′ when
broken, while in the unbroken case it is instead the kinetic terms which are modified. Ev-
idence in favor of such a conjecture is that for general N = 2 SUGRA coupled to matter,
scalars from hypermultiplets cannot modify the vector kinetic terms, but scalars from vector
and tensor multiplets can [54]. We showed that supersymmetry requires a graviphoton with
canonical kinetic terms to have m2 = −2A′′ in section 4, so this obtains for all hypermulti-
plets.
Whether modified kinetic terms are generally equivalent to the mass term, as they were in
our case, is an important open question. Interestingly, identities similar to (196), which
was necessary to derive the equivalence, also hold for all the other Coulomb branch super-
potentials from [10]. The factor of
√
6/4 is replaced by a different coefficient in each case.
However, the GPPZ flow does not possess such an identity. It is possible that relations like
(196) are somehow characteristic of Coulomb branch flows only. It is difficult to see how to
generalize (196) to the case of multiple scalars, however, because the σ-model indices do not
seem to match up.
Our results for the anomaly multiplet in the case of preserved R-symmetry imply that the
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boundary values of a 5D vector multiplet (as well as presumably a tensor multiplet) can
couple to a 4D linear multiplet Lα, satisfying Dα˙Lα = 0 and DαLα = D¯α˙L¯α˙, in the same way
that the gravity and hyper multiplets couple to current and chiral multiplets, respectively.
This is not inconsistent with the expectation that a 5D vector can couple to a 4D vector
multiplet V, since linear and vector multiplets contain the same degrees of freedom: both
have a real scalar and a fermion, while the antisymmetric tensor in the linear multiplet can
be identified with the vector field possessing the usual gauge invariance. For a given V, one
may always obtain a linear superfield,
Lα = D¯2DαV , (198)
a construction familiar from the definition of the linear field strength tensor Wα in terms of
a vector superfield V.
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